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Review and Test of Parental Control Software for Windows, iOS and Android
This report was commissioned by c’t magazin für computer technik1.

Introduction
Parental control software allows parents to filter out websites that their children can see, in order to
avoid the children being exposed to materials they consider unsuitable, such as pornography,
gambling or drugs. This report covers 3 such products for Apple’s iOS, 5 for Google Android, and 22 for
Microsoft Windows. The Windows products include stand-alone products, Internet security suites, and
one endpoint security client for business. The review section considers the features available in each
product, and how easy each program is to install, configure and use for monitoring purposes. We also
test all of the programs with nearly 600 websites that many parents might consider unsuitable for
children, in order to test how effective each one is at blocking inappropriate material.

The limitations of parental control software
Parental control software is no substitute for talking to your children
There are many reasons why parents should not rely exclusively on parental control software on their
children’s/family’s devices to shield their children from the realities of life. Children will get to look at
the Internet (and TV, newspapers etc.) away from home, and parents have little or no control over
this. Children will also meet strangers in real life. Parents need to talk to their children about the
potentially dangerous and upsetting things in life, whether or not they use parental control software.

There is no universal definition of what’s appropriate for children
It is not appropriate for AV-Comparatives or the parental-control software manufacturers to decide
what children should or should not see on the Internet. Parents must decide for themselves (perhaps
after consulting childcare advisers) whether they feel that Playboy magazine should be considered to
be pornography or sex education, if cannabis-related sites are as harmful as heroin-related sites, and
whether their country’s national lottery website counts as gambling. Equally, the definition of “cult”,
a category included in several parental control programs, is very much open to personal
interpretation. Some parents may see one faith as a legitimate religion and another as a cult, whilst
other parents will take the opposite view. Yet others will regard all forms of supernatural belief with
equal scepticism. There is also the controversial question of what constitutes “moderate” or
“extremist” within a particular philosophy. Parents who would like children to find out about a
number of (moderate) belief systems, and form their own opinions of them, should consider the
points made in the following section.
We note that the Church of Scientology has in the past been put under observation by the German
Office for the Protection of the Constitution2, due to suspicion of illegal activities, and so Germanmade products may tend to block Scientology-related websites. Germany and Austria also have laws
that forbid pro-Nazi materials, so German software would be expected to block pro-Nazi websites.

1
2

http://www.heise.de/ct/heft/2014-21-Gefahren-unter-Windows-Android-und-iOS-abwehren-2393168.html
Bundesamt für Verfassungsschutz: http://www.verfassungsschutz.de
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It’s difficult for software to distinguish between “good” and “bad” viewpoints on
a subject
There are many responsible websites on the Internet that offer sensible advice on subjects such as
sex, drugs, and anorexia, and many parents might actively encourage their children to visit such sites.
Unfortunately, because much of the vocabulary in these sites is the same as in pornography sites or
sites which encourage drug use or anorexia, parental control software may block these sites as well. In
the case of political and religious websites, it may be difficult for parental control software to
distinguish between moderate and extremist viewpoints. We also note that some websites that
purport to offer help may have a hidden agenda. For example, one site claiming to help marijuana
addicts encourages people to believe that they cannot rid themselves of the addiction alone, and
need “God” to help them. Finally, opponents of blood-sports should note that a Google search for
“Fox hunting” may bring up a natural history site with a photo captioned “Fox hunting a mouse”;
some parental control programs might block the latter on the basis of the keywords. We suggest that
parents accept that in some cases the “blanket ban” on all sites relating to a subject is probably
unavoidable, and that they take the time to find some websites they consider suitable and add these
to the product’s whitelist.

The software needs to be activated, configured and tested by the parent
Most of the packages we have tested require configuring and/or activating before use. For Windows
products, just a little technical knowledge of Windows is required: the ability to download and install
a Windows program, make a standard (non-administrator) Windows account for use by a child3, and to
check which browsers are installed and how to find them. Configuration of the software typically
involves assigning the parental controls to the child’s Windows account, making sure they are
switched on, and defining categories of web page to block, along with times the Internet can be used
(where available). For smartphone/tablet products, installation is usually a one-tap process, and there
are no user accounts to consider, but parents will still need to configure the software.
We strongly advise parents using parental control software to test that it is working as they intend by
performing a spot check of whether categories and individual sites are being appropriately
blocked/allowed. This could be done quite easily by searching for category names (tobacco, gambling
etc.) and then checking some of the resulting URLs. It also makes sense to check that the software
cannot be disabled or reconfigured without entering a password that is unknown to the child, and
that it cannot be bypassed by simply using a different browser.

Sophisticated or complicated?
In principle, the more features and options a product offers, the more precisely it will allow parents
to control their children’s online activities. However, there is also the possibility that parents who are
not confident with software configuration will have greater difficulty making it work at all. We feel
there is definitely a place for both basic, easy-to-use products, and more sophisticated software that
allows increased control but requires greater expertise. As with malware protection software, we
recommend that parents use the trial version of a software package before buying, to make sure that
it is appropriate for them.

3

Please see http://windows.microsoft.com/en-gb/windows/create-user-account#create-user-account=windows-7
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Malware and phishing protection
This review only considers parental control features. Obviously, responsible parents will also want to
ensure that they are protected against malware and phishing attacks while using their home
computers and mobile devices. Details of malware and phishing protection tests can be found on AVComparatives’ website: www.av-comparatives.org. Users can see results for some of the Internet
security suites and Android products featured in this review, and other security products that could be
used in conjunction with any of the standalone parental control products reviewed here.

Further advice
We suggest that parents may like to look at Get Safe Online, a website supported by the UK
Government that promotes safe Internet use. It has a comprehensive section on protecting children
from all risks associated with communications technology, including cyber-bullying, sexting and the
use of social networks: https://www.getsafeonline.org/safeguarding-children
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Review procedure
Test systems
For Windows products, the test device for the review is a Lenovo ThinkPad Twist with Core i3
processor and 4GB RAM. Windows 7 Professional x64 is installed and fully updated. In nearly all cases,
we would expect the products to perform identically on other versions of Windows, but it should be
noted that Microsoft’s Windows Live Family Safety offers slightly different features under Windows
8.x/RT operating systems compared to older versions such as Windows 7. We create a nonadministrator account to represent a child’s account on a family computer. Internet Explorer 11
(present by default in an updated Windows 7 installation) is used as the primary browser for testing.
However, we also install Mozilla Firefox 27.0.1 and Google Chrome 33.0, and test a few
adult/children’s sites with these, to check that filtering and monitoring functions work with both
additional browsers.
All but one of the Android products were tested on an LG Nexus 5 with Android 4.4.2. We could not
make one of the products (K9) work at all with this system, and so used a Samsung Galaxy S3 with
Android 4.0.4 instead. All the Android products are themselves alternative browsers (which should
disable other browsers or intercept their commands), so we did not install any further browsers on the
test system.
Apple iOS products were tested using an iPad Mini running iOS 7.1.2. Aside from the parental controls
in iOS itself, the other two products are both also alternative browsers, so again we did not install
any further browsers on the system.

System requirements
Please note that the system requirements shown for each product are taken from the product’s page
on the manufacturer’s website.

Installation
The most recent version of the product is installed with default settings (if offered the opportunity to
install third-party software as well, we decline). An update is run where applicable, and the device
restarted.

Windows products only: configuration from the child’s Windows account
It is very convenient if the parent is able to configure the product whilst logged on to the PC with the
child’s Windows account, as any changes to settings can be immediately tested. We investigate
whether it is possible to do this without allowing the child access to the settings. It is of course
always possible to run a Windows program with administrator rights, although we assume the average
user would not know how to do this, and so look for an alternative.

Setup
Once the product has been installed, it is in most cases necessary to configure the protection
appropriately for the child or children concerned. In many cases, the parental control protection has
-6-
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to be switched on. With some Windows programs, the same rules apply to all users of the computer,
but in most cases protection can be customised for each Windows account, in which case we define
our standard-user account as the child’s account to be protected. If the software allows the parent to
enter the age or gender of the child, we choose settings for a nine-year old girl. Otherwise we select
the same categories of material to be blocked that we use for the test (see “Test” section below).

Categories
We look in the program settings to see which categories of material (pornography, drugs etc.) can be
specified.

Using Google as a bypass
We check whether it is possible to view blocked pages using two of Google’s services, namely the
Cache and the Translate function. The Cache will show a slightly outdated version of the page, while
the Translate service will render a page in a different language.

Restricted Search setting
All the major search engines have a restricted search setting, which will filter out any links to sites
deemed inappropriate for children. We check whether the parental control software has activated this
function.

What does the child see when a page is blocked?
All parental control products in our test show a warning page when access to a website is blocked. We
consider whether the alert is appropriately worded for a child and what information is displayed about
the blocked page – e.g. the URL and category of blocked material it is considered to be in.

Blacklisting/whitelisting
We look at how easy it is to blacklist or whitelist a specific URL, i.e. to state that it should always be
blocked or allowed, respectively, regardless of the category it is in.

Time limits and program control
We consider features for limiting/defining times for Internet or computer use, and controlling the
programs the child can use, where they are present in the product.

Help
Finally, we look at the help facilities, such as manuals and knowledge bases, which are available for
each product.
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Products reviewed and tested
The tested products were chosen by the commissioning magazine. The following products and versions
were included in this report.

Windows Internet security suites with parental control features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bitdefender Internet Security 2014 (17.27.0.1127)
BullGuard Internet Security 14.0.279.8
eScan Internet Security with Cloud Security 14.0.1400.1602
ESET Smart Security 7.0.302.26
F-Secure Internet Security Online Safety 2014 (2.107.2552)
Fortinet FortiClient 5.0.9.347
G Data Internet Security 2015 (25.0.12)
Kaspersky Internet Security 2014 (14.0.0.4651d)
Lavasoft Ad-Aware Total Security 11.1.5354.0
McAfee Internet Security with Parental Controls 14.8
Norton Family 2.9.5.36
Trend Micro Titanium Internet Security 2014 (7.0.1240)

Windows standalone parental control products
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AVG Family Safety 10.2.0
Blue Coat K9 Web Protection 4.4.276
CYBERsitter 11.13.1.16
JusProg 6.0.0.71
KinderServer 1.1
Microsoft Windows Live Family Safety 16.4.3528.0331
Net Nanny 7.2.1.0
OpenDNS Family Shield
Salfeld Child Control 2014 (14.621)
Telekom Kinderschutz 4.00.0070
Vodafone4 Guardian 3.2.17

Standalone parental control products for iOS and Android devices
•
•
•

Parental Controls in iOS 7.1.2
AVG Family Safety5 3.1 for iOS
Deutsche Telekom Surfgarten 1.0.1 for iOS

•
•
•
•
•
•

BlueCoat K9 1.1.92 for Android
Mobicip Safe Browser 2.0.1 for Android
NetNanny 2.2.3.0 for Android
Ranger Pro Safe Browser 1.3.2 for Android
Salfeld Chico Browser 2.2.1 for Android
Vodafone6 Guardian 3.2.17

4
5

Vodafone Guardian is based on the JusProg filter; the results of JusProg can be applied to Vodafone.
Results of AVG apply to the paid version only, i.e. they are not applicable to the free version.
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Parental Control Test
To check the effectiveness of the parental controls, we configured one test machine for each product.
Where possible, we chose the appropriate settings for a 9-year-old girl. Where age groups were not
available in a product, we tried to configure the software to block the following categories of website:
abortion, alcohol, anorexia/suicide, cults, drugs, gambling, image searches for gore/violence, hate,
miscellaneous, pornography, tobacco, anonymous proxy servers, weapons, and webmail/chat/social
networks. We then created a list with a total of 586 URLs from these categories, broken down as
follows:
•

Abortion: 40 sites, relating to abortion in any way

•

Alcohol: 22 sites advertising or selling alcohol online

•

Suicide and anorexia: 15 sites which might be deemed to encourage anorexia or suicide

•

Cults: 19 sites promoting a creationist (“young earth”) world view7

•

Drugs: 20 sites relating to the sale and use of cannabis8

•

Gambling: 19 sites which allow online betting

•

Hate: 47 sites of organisations that promote hate on grounds of race, religion or sexuality

•

Image searches: 4 searches for pictures of gore and violence

•

Miscellaneous: amazon.com, BBC News, youtube.com, and a spoof Satanist site

•

Pornography: 291 sites displaying pornographic images and text9

•

Proxies: 30 anonymous proxy servers

•

Tobacco: 19 sites selling or advertising tobacco online

•

Weapons: 18 sites selling or advertising weapons online

•

Webmail/Communication: 38 sites providing webmail/chat/social networks

We additionally tested 50 obviously child-friendly websites, such as Disney.com, to check for false
positives.
The test was performed using AV-Comparatives’ automated Real-World Testing Framework. This ensures
that all the test machines access each URL simultaneously, minimising the chances that a site can
change during the test.

6

Vodafone Guardian is based on the JusProg filter; the results of JusProg can be applied to Vodafone.
As mentioned in the introduction, defining a cult is very much down to personal opinion. We felt that defining
“cults” as groups that oppose accepted science was the most reasonable possible definition for our test.
8
As cannabis is legal in some countries/regions of the world, it is easy to find sites promoting or selling it.
9
While creating the list of pornographic websites for the test, we came across two websites that in our opinion
constituted child pornography. Consequently, we reported the URLs to the Austrian police. Both sites display
non-explicit pictures of children (which may not in themselves be regarded as pornography) interspersed with
clearly pornographic pictures of adults, on the same page. The website addresses were easily found in a Google
search for sex/pornography (without any reference to children).
7
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Test results
Windows Products
The table below displays the results with averages for all Windows products.
Vendor

AVG
Bitdefender
BlueCoat
BullGuard
CYBERsitter
eScan
ESET
Fortinet
F-Secure
G Data
JusProg
Kaspersky Lab
KinderServer
Lavasoft
McAfee
Microsoft
NetNanny
Norton
OpenDNS
Salfeld
Telekom
Trend Micro
Average

Key:

10

Overall

Porn

Other
Categories

False Alarms

Higher is better

Higher is better

Higher is better

Lower is better

87%
83%
84%
84%
11%
80%
91%
76%
80%
66%
99.8%
68%
99%
7%
75%
100%
78%
89%
63%
56%
100%
67%
75%

99%
97%
99.7%
98%
10%
98%
98%
99%
97%
93%
100%
92%
99.7%
1%
95%
100%
92%
99%
93%
87%
100%
95%
88%

76%
71%
68%
70%
12%
62%
84%
53%
64%
39%
99.7%
43%
99
14%
57%
100%
64%
80%
33%
39%
100%
39%
62%

0
31
2
3
0
5
8
0
1
6
43
2
39
0
3
31
5
3
1
0
47
0
10

Best scores10 Average or better Worse than average

According to clustering.
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Mobile products
The table below displays the results with averages for all mobile products11.
Vendor

OS

Overall

Porn

Other
Categories

False Alarms

Higher is better

Higher is better

Higher is better

Lower is better

Apple iOS
AVG
Surfgarten

iOS
iOS
iOS

62%
87%
100%

92%
99%
100%

33%
76%
100%

5
14
48

K9
Mobicip
NetNanny
Ranger Pro
Salfeld

Android
Android
Android
Android
Android

72%
77%
71%
50%
54%

98%
97%
89%
67%
82%

46%
58%
52%
34%
25%

4
7
8
4
3

72%

91%

53%

12

Average12

Key:

Best scores13 Average or better Worse than average

11

Vodafone Guardian does not work outside of Germany. The software is based on JusProg and would achieve
the same results.
12
Average scores for Apple iOS only: Overall 83%; Porn 97%; Other Categories 70%; False Alarms 22.
Average scores for Android only: Overall 65%; Porn 87%; Other Categories 43%; False Alarms 5.
13
According to clustering.
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Summary of parental control products for Microsoft Windows
AVG Family Safety achieved a competent result in our web-filtering test (using Mozilla Firefox). Its
features include monitoring, Internet usage-times control, and program control. The program is not
supported on Windows 8 or 8.1, and it cannot be recommended for use with Windows 7 either, due to
its incompatibility with Internet Explorer 11.
Bitdefender Internet Security’s score in the web-filtering test was above average for Windows
products, albeit with a high rate of false positives (31). Features included are monitoring, Internet
usage-times control, and program control. Most of it is well designed and effective, except for
program control.
Blue Coat K9 Web Protection has web filtering, monitoring, and Internet usage-times control. It is
easily configured with a wide range of categories. The software is free, but controls are applied
equally to all Windows accounts. It scored above the average for Windows products in our webfiltering test.
BullGuard Internet Security achieved an above-average score for Windows products in the webfiltering test, with no false positives. Features include monitoring, Internet/computer usage-times
control and total time control, and program control. It is easy to configure, with good help.
CYBERsitter struck us as easy to set up, but with a good range of categories and four levels of
strictness. It includes monitoring and Internet usage-times control. Unfortunately, it scored very
poorly in our web-filtering test, with only 11% of websites blocked overall. For this reason, it is
difficult to recommend.
eScan Internet Security with Cloud Security includes web filtering, monitoring, Internet usagetimes control. Its overall score in our web-filtering test was a little above the average for Windows
products. A number of minor issues make it more suited to technically confident parents.
ESET Smart Security was the best-performing Internet security suite in our web-filtering test with a
score of 91%. It was especially effective Cults category and had a low rate of false positives. It is easy
to configure, with a good range of categories, and also includes monitoring. It would be suitable for
parents who do not require time controls and can configure restricted search settings themselves.
F-Secure Internet Security features web filtering, Internet usage-times control and total time
control. Both web filtering and time limits are very easily configured. Its overall score in our webfiltering test was a little above the average for Windows products.
Fortinet FortiClient includes web filtering and monitoring. It requires no setup, as default settings
are applied on installation. The software is designed for business, but could be used by parents who
can configure restricted search themselves. Its score in our web-filtering test was a fraction above the
Windows-product average.
G Data Internet Security’s features comprise web filtering and monitoring, plus controls for
computer/Internet usage-times and total time. It is simple to configure but has a very short list of
categories that is difficult to edit. Its results in the web-filtering test were below average for Windows
products.
- 12 -
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JusProg reached an almost perfect score in our web-filtering test. It did have a high rate of false
positives, however (43 out of 50 child-friendly sites blocked). It includes Internet usage-times control
as well as web filtering. We found it easy to set up but difficult to bypass, an ideal combination.
Kaspersky Internet Security has web filtering and monitoring, controls for computer usage-times and
total time, Internet usage-times, plus program control. It combines comprehensive functionality, easy
setup, and an excellent online knowledge base. However, its score in the web-filtering test was below
average for the Windows products tested.
KinderServer’s web filtering is already configured and only needs to be activated. This makes setup
very simple, but the only way parents can reconfigure the filtering is to add to individual sites to the
blacklist or whitelist. The software performed extremely well in our web-filtering test, blocking 99% of
sites, but with a high false-positive rate (39).
Lavasoft Ad-Aware Total Security is simple to set up, although the settings apply to all users of the
computer. It features web-content filtering only, and unfortunately it does not do this well; it took
last place in our web filtering test with a 7% block rate, and was a long way behind all other
programs in the Pornography category. This makes it difficult to recommend.
McAfee Internet Security includes web filtering and monitoring, plus Internet usage-times control. It
is easy to set up using pre-defined age groups. Its results in our web-filtering test were exactly
average for the Windows products tested.
Microsoft Windows Live Family Safety blocked every single one of the test sites in our web-filtering
test, although its false positive rate was high at 31. In addition to web filtering, it offers monitoring,
computer and Internet usage-times control and total time control, plus program control. It has good
options for controlling computer/Internet access times, although configuration options for web
filtering are limited.
Net Nanny has web content filtering, monitoring, and Internet usage-times control. It is simple to
configure, and achieved a score slightly above average for Windows products in our web-filtering test.
The ability to allow a site but block swearwords is good, although there are no categories for hate or
social networks.
Norton Family produced a creditable score in the web-filtering test, and did especially well in the
Cults category. It includes web-content filtering and monitoring, computer usage-times and total time
control features. It is simple to set up once you realise that configuration is done in the browser.
OpenDNS has web filtering only. It has a wide range of categories that can be blocked, but
unfortunately does not block them very effectively, its score in our test being significantly below the
average for Windows products. Setup involves editing the DNS server address for the computer’s
network adapter(s); this is possibly better suited to technically confident parents.
Salfeld Child Control 2014 has a very user-friendly interface and extensive functionality, with
excellent help facilities as well. It even includes a remote-control feature. Sadly, its web-filtering
abilities are not up to the same standard; its score in the test was well below average for Windows
products.
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Telekom Kinderschutz blocked every single one of the websites in our test, but with a very high rate
of false positives; 47 of 50 child-friendly sites were blocked too. Functionality includes control of
Internet usage-times and program control, although the latter did not work in our test. We also found
some annoyances, such as an annoying and pointless pop-up alert when a page is blocked.
Trend Micro Titanium Internet Security features web content filtering and monitoring, Internet
usage-times control, and program control. It is easy to set up, but its score in our web-filtering test
was below average for Windows products. Restricted search was only applied to the Bing search
engine.

Summary of parental control products for Apple iOS devices
Apple Parental Controls in iOS had the lowest score for iOS web-filtering in our test, albeit with few
false positives. It includes a program-control component. The web filter is very simple to set up, but
parents have limited control over what is blocked, as there is only one category, (Adult Content).
However, individual sites can be blacklisted or whitelisted.
AVG Family Safety for iOS (commercial version) produced a competent score in our web-filtering
test, although its level of false positives was above average. We find the description of the product on
AVG’s website, stating that it is free and with no mention of a commercial version, to be very
misleading. We also note that neither the free nor the commercial version disables the default Safari
browser or even informs the user that this is necessary. Due to this, and the misleading description,
the product cannot be recommended.
Deutsche Telekom Surfgarten for iOS blocked every one of our test sites, but with a very high rate
of false positives; only two of our child-friendly sites were allowed. It includes Internet-usage times
and total time, as well as web filtering. We liked the child-friendly block page and the very clear,
illustrated instructions for the necessary configuration of iOS Restrictions.

Summary of parental control products for Google Android devices
Blue Coat K9 for Android’s had the second highest web-filtering score of all the Android products
tested. It includes program control as well as web filtering. In our test, the product did not work at
all with Android 4.4.2, and so was tested on version 4.0.4 of the OS instead.
Mobicip Safe Browser for Android was the highest-scoring Android product in the web-filtering test.
It has a Premium version which includes Internet-usage times control, program control and
monitoring, in addition to the web filtering in the free version. Setup is very simple as the filter is
pre-configured; additional sites can be blacklisted or whitelisted in the Premium version.
NetNanny for Android came a very close third amongst Android products in the web-filtering test.
Setup involves choosing an age group, for which pre-defined but editable combinations of filtering
category have been set. Additional features are Internet-usage times control, monitoring and
profanity masking (showing a web page that contains swearwords, but masking them with ###).
Ranger Pro Safe Browser for Android scored significantly below the average for Android products in
our web-filtering test. It has a Premium version, which includes monitoring and Internet usage-times
control in addition to the web filtering function of the free version. As it fails to disable the Google
Chrome browser or inform the user that this step is necessary, the program cannot be recommended.
- 14 -
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Salfeld Chico Brower for Android blocked just over half of the websites in our test, putting it well
below the average score for Android products. The program includes Internet usage-times control and
program control. We found setup and configuration to be confusing at a number of stages; this,
combined with the low score in the web-filtering test, makes it difficult to recommend.
Vodafone Guardian uses JusProg’s web-filtering functionality for users in Germany and A1 customers
in Austria. For users in other countries and with other providers, features are limited to
Internet/device-usage times and app control.
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Reviews of products for Microsoft Windows
AVG Family Safety for Windows

and a message from AVG on their support
forum (see screenshot below) confirms this14.
However, the system requirements on the
product page of AVG’s website do not make
any reference to this. Internet Explorer (IE) is
built into Windows 7 and 8/8.1, and IE 11 is
the current version for both of these operating
systems. We feel that AVG should make this
incompatibility clear to potential customers
before they purchase the product, especially as
there is no trial version (see below).

System requirements
Operating systems: Microsoft Windows XP,
Vista, 7
Browsers: Not specified on the product page.

Available languages
English, French, Italian, Czech

Note on Internet Explorer 11
Our test showed that AVG Family Safety does
not work with Microsoft Internet Explorer 11,
14

http://forums.avg.com/us-en/avgforums?sec=thread&act=show&id=237562
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Web-Filtering Categories
Abortion, Advertising, Alcohol, Art and
Museums, Art Nudes, Automotive, Blogs,
Business, Chat, Criminal Skills and Hacking,
Cult and Occult, Drugs, Dynamic, Educational,
Entertainment, File Sharing, Finance and
Investing, Forums and Message Boards, Free
Host Sites, Freeware and Shareware, Gambling,
Games, Glamour, Government, Hate, Health
and Fitness, Hobby, Inactive Domains, Job
Search, Kids, Lifestyles, Malware, Mature
Content R-Rated, Military, Movies and TV,
Music, News, NNTP News Groups, Online
Videos, Personals and Dating, Politics,
Pornography, Portal, Proxies and Anonymizers,
Reference, Religion, Science, Search Engine
(protected), Search Engine (unprotected),
Search Terms, Self-Harm, Sexual Education,
Shopping, Social Networking, Sports, Suicide,
Technology, Tobacco, Travel, Violence and
Gore, Weapons, Webmail.

Note on test version
We advise readers to try out software products
before making a purchase. At the time of
writing, no trial version of AVG Family Safety
was available. We suggest that any readers
considering buying the product should attempt
to find out as much as possible about it, e.g.
by consulting other reviews or existing users,
before purchasing.

Features

We feel that AVG’s range of categories is very
extensive.

Web content filtering: Yes
Internet usage times/total time: Yes/No
Computer usage times/total time: No/No
Program control: Yes
Monitoring: Yes
Restricted Search: Yes

Configuration from
Windows account

the

Web-Filtering Test Results
Please note that the test was performed with
Mozilla Firefox due to Internet Explorer 11 not
being supported at the time of testing.

child’s

Overall: 87%
Pornography sites: 99%
Non-pornography sites: 76%
False positives: 0

This can be done easily, as the AVG online
account details have to be entered to open the
program interface.

Using Google as a bypass

Setup

Google cache: Google itself is blocked
Google Translate: Does not work, AVG popup
shows it has been blocked

We initially found setting up the product to be
rather confusing. The child has to be entered
into a group or set up as a separate entity; you
then have to ensure the correct entity is
selected when you change settings. Once we
had understood this, we found it easy to
assign an age group to our child. We chose
“Youth (9-12)”.

NB: an AVG dialog box sometimes appeared
when an allowed site was viewed, asking for
permission to access linked content on the
page:
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What details are available?
The block page shows the URL of the blocked
site and the category/reason.

Blacklisting/whitelisting
This is straightforward, but please see note in
Setup section about ensuring you are
configuring the right account/group.

Time limits
Parent can set Internet access times by the
hour for individual days of the week.
Some parents may find this helpful, as it
allows very fine control. Other parents (and
indeed their children) may find it to be an
annoying waste of time.

Program control
Parents can block individual programs in the
categories
IM
Programs,
P2P/Torrent,
Proxy/Bypass, Malware, Games, Media, Email.
There is a short list of programs in each
category – these are programs that could be
installed on the PC at some time in the future,
not just those that are already installed at the
moment.

Restricted search setting
Google: restricted search is not enabled. Test
sites are blocked by AVG Family Safety,
however.
Bing: Search page blocked by AVG Family
Safety
Yahoo: Search page blocked by AVG Family
Safety

Monitoring
A list of sites the child has attempted to view
but have been blocked can be seen under
Activity Monitoring. Programs used, searches
and instant messenger use can also be seen:

What does the child see when a page
is blocked?

Help
We note that while the dialog shows childfriendly pictures of the family, many children
may wonder who their “Account Administrator”
is.

Clicking on the Help link in the program
window opens the program’s online support
page, which has links to FAQs, Documentation,
and phone/chat support. This displays a page
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with 20 links to relevant articles, though with
no apparent order:

Verdict
In many ways, AVG Family Safety is an
effective parental control program. It blocked
87% of our test websites overall, and obvious
ways to bypass the controls have been
blocked. There is a wealth of categories that
can be allowed or denied, and individual sites
can be easily blacklisted or whitelisted. There
are however some negative points, such as the
dialog box asking for user credentials to access
a site – possibly just a link on the current page
– may prove very irritating to many families.
We also feel that the help facilities are very
much in need of improvement. AVG Family
Safety is not supported on Windows 8 or 8.1,
and it cannot be recommended for use with
Windows 7 either, due to its incompatibility
with Internet Explorer 11.

There is a search function, but our search for
“Time limits” brought up a number of
irrelevant topics, including a video tutorial on
“How to install the latest version of AVG”, but
nothing relating to parental control. Clicking
the “Get Documentation” button on the
support start page opens a page from which a
number of AVG products, not including Family
Safety, can be downloaded, although there is
no sign of any documentation even for the
other products. We can only describe this as
poor, and the help overall as inadequate.
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Bitdefender Internet Security

Restricted Search: Not as such, but the
program applies its own filter to search
engines and results.
Other: Calls and text messages can be
monitored on a mobile phone

System requirements
Operating systems: Windows XP (32-bit only);
Windows Vista, 7, 8, all 32 and 64-bit
Browsers: Internet Explorer 7 and higher,
Firefox 3.6 and higher

Configuration from
Windows account

In our test, Bitdefender’s parental control
software worked equally well with Internet
Explorer, Firefox and Google Chrome.

the

child’s

This can be done by logging on to the
Bitdefender account, if the parent remembers
the URL for this. It is only possible to reach
the page from the Parental Controls tile in the
main program window if the program is
deliberately run as administrator. Parents need
to remember to log out of the Bitdefender
account when they have finished making
changes.

Available languages
English, German, French, Dutch, Portuguese,
Italian, Spanish, Rumanian

Features

Setup

Web content filtering: Yes
Internet usage times/total time: Yes/No
Computer usage times/total time: No/No
Program control: Yes
Monitoring: Yes

The configuration for the product is done via a
web interface, accessed using a Bitdefender
account. We found some aspects of setting up
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Sports, Suicide, Tabloids, Time Wasters, Travel,
Online Videos, Violent Cartoons, Weapons, Web
Mail, Web Proxy.

Bitdefender’s parental controls to be rather
unintuitive, for example, the button that
needs to be clicked is small and unlabelled
(ringed in red in screenshot below):

Web-Filtering Test results
Overall: 83%
Pornography sites: 97%
Non-pornography sites: 71%
False positives: 31

Using Google as a bypass
However, we note that a profile can be
configured online for the child, and then
connected with a user account on the current
computer. This is obviously ideal for children
who use a number of different devices, as the
filtering only has to be set up once. The profile
includes the child’s age, and the categories to
be blocked by web filtering are configured on
this basis:

Google cache: blocked
Google Translate: blocked

Restricted search setting
Google: No, but the sites found are blocked
Bing: Bing itself is blocked
Yahoo: Yahoo itself is blocked

What does the child see when a page
is blocked?

What details are available?
There are no details available of the exact URL
being blocked, or the category/reason for
blocking. It is thus not possible to see exactly
which URL has been blocked, or why; the same
message is shown whether the page has been
blocked because of its content or because of
time restrictions on Internet use.

We note that the settings only take effect the
next time the child logs on to their Windows
account.

Web-Filtering Categories
Advice, Blogs, Business, Casual Games,
Computer
Games,
Drugs,
Education,
Entertainment, File Sharing, Gambling, Games,
Hacking, Hate, Health, Hobbies, Hosting, IM,
Job Search, Mature Content, Narcotics, News,
Online Dating, Online Games, Online Pay,
Online Shopping, Online Photos, Pornography,
Portals, Radio Music, Regional TLDS, Religious,
Scams, Search Engines, Social Networks,

Blacklisting/whitelisting
Sites to be blocked or allowed can easily be
added.
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Time limits
Specific times allowed for Internet use can be
set for each individual day. This can be done
very easily by dragging the mouse over hourly
time-slots for each day; if the time was
originally allowed, dragging blocks it, and vice
versa. We found this very quick and
convenient.

Help
A User Guide is available to download as a pdf
file from the program’s page on the
Bitdefender website. There is a 5-page section
on the parental control feature of the suite,
which covers the essentials of setting the
controls up. This includes how to add or
remove user accounts in various different
versions of Windows, which we find very
helpful. There are no screenshots aside from
icons, though the text is clearly written and
well laid-out and formatted.

Program control
We found it unclear how the program control is
supposed to work. The interface simply
provides a text box to type in the name of the
application:

There is also a short but very effective section
on configuring parental controls Bitdefender
Internet Security in the support pages of the
manufacturer’s website. This includes a number
of annotated screenshots, which we find very
effective for giving brief but clear instructions.
Overall, we found Bitdefender’s help for
parental controls to be somewhat limited in
scope, but very good as far as it goes.

Assuming that non-expert users will not think
of typing C:\Windows\System32\calc.exe, we
tried typing simply “calculator”. This was
accepted and registered in the list of blocked
apps, but did not prevent calculator.exe
running under the child’s account, even after
logging off and on again. There is no list of
programs (other than those the child has
already used) or browse function. Even when
we tried to blacklist programs by clicking the
“Blacklist” button on the list of already used
apps, access to the programs was not blocked.

Verdict
In our test, Bitdefender Internet Security
proved to be above average at blocking
unsuitable websites, with an overall success
rate of 83% (the third-highest score for an
Internet Security suite). It also effectively
foiled any attempts to get around its controls.
We liked the fact that additional devices can
quickly be configured by attaching a user
account on the device to the child’s cloudbased Bitdefender settings. We also found
some aspects, such as the display of web
activity and the setup of time limits, to be
very well thought-out. However, we note that
the program produced 31 false positives. We
could not make the program-control feature
work, and feel that it will prove
incomprehensible to the average user.

Monitoring
A clear overview of sites visited by the child is
shown on the relevant page of the account
website. This includes whether the site was
blocked or allowed, exact URL, category,
device from which it was accessed, and date
and time, along with the option to
conveniently blacklist or whitelist a site with a
single click.
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Blue Coat K9 Web Protection for Windows

System requirements

Setup

Operating Systems: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8

No setup is required; default settings are
enabled during installation.

Browsers: Browser-independent

Web-Filtering Categories
In our test, K9 worked equally well with
Internet Explorer, Firefox and Chrome.

Abortion, Adult/Mature Content, Alcohol,
Alternative Sexuality/Lifestyles, Alternative
Spirituality/Occult,
Extreme,
Gambling,
Hacking, Illegal/Questionable, Illegal Drugs,
Intimate Apparel/Swimsuit, Open Image/Media
Search,
Peer-to-Peer,
Personals/Dating,
Phishing, Pornography, Proxy Avoidance, Sex
Education, Spyware/Malware Sources, Spyware
Effects,
Suspicious,
Tobacco,
Violence/Hate/Racism.

Available languages
English only

Features
Web content filtering: Yes
Internet usage times/total time: Yes/No
Computer usage times/total time: No/No
Monitoring: Yes
Program control: No
Restricted Search: Yes

Configuration from
Windows account

the

There are yet more categories that could be
added:

child’s

Configuration is web-based and so can be done
from any account. Note that filtering
categories apply to all accounts, so not ideal
for a computer used by the whole family.
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What does the child see when a page
is blocked?

What details are available?
The alert page shows the address that has
been blocked and the reason for blocking it,
i.e. the category to which it belongs. There are
links to allow the individual site or the entire
category, making it easy for parents to make
changes if requested.

Web-Filtering Test Results
Overall: 84%
Pornography sites: 99%
Non-pornography sites: 68%
False positives: 2

Blacklisting/whitelisting

Using Google as a bypass

Both are easily configured.

Google cache: search page blocked
Google Translate: translation blocked

Monitoring
A breakdown of sites visited by category is
provided. This is very detailed, but does not
distinguish between user accounts, so there is
no indication of who accessed the site. It
appears that links/ads on pages are also
counted.

Restricted search setting
Google: Blue Coat itself filters the results
Bing: Blue Coat itself filters the results
Yahoo: Blue Coat itself filters the results

Time limits
Internet usage times can be configured for
individual days. There is also a means of
blocking web access every evening:
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Verdict
Blue Coat K9 blocked 84% of websites overall
in our test, an above-average score for
Windows products.. We found the software to
be very simple to use. Protection is enabled by
default, with default settings that will be
reasonably appropriate for many families.
There is a wide choice of additional categories
to block, and individual sites can be simply
whitelisted or blacklisted. The controls cannot
be easily bypassed using Google tools. Internet
usage times can be controlled in addition to
content filtering. The only disadvantage of the
software is that filtering is applied to all user
accounts, making it less than ideal for a single
computer used by all the family.

Help
The Support link on K9’s configuration
webpage provides a forum, FAQ page and
“Instant Support” – effectively an online
manual with instructions for installing and
configuring the product. These include notes
on configuring popular antivirus products to
work optimally with K9.
The list of topics covered in Instant support is
comprehensive, and we found the instructions
to be clear and simple.
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BullGuard Internet Security

Computer usage times/total time: Yes/Yes
Program control: Yes
Monitoring: Yes
Restricted Search: Yes
Other: Privacy control

System requirements
Operating systems: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8,
8.1
Browsers: Not specified

Configuration from
Windows account

In our test, BullGuard’s parental control
software worked equally well with Internet
Explorer, Firefox and Google Chrome.

the

child’s

This can be done very easily. To alter the
settings, the password for the BullGuard
account has to be entered.

Available languages
English, German, Danish, Spanish, French,
Dutch, Norwegian, Brazilian Portuguese,
Swedish, Chinese

Setup
Setting up BullGuard’s parental controls is as
simple as selecting the child’s Windows
account and age group. Individual subcategories can easily be added or removed by
adding or removing the tick (checkmark) from
their respective boxes.

Features
Web content filtering: Yes
Internet usage times/total time: Yes/Yes
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Web-Filtering Categories

Blacklisting/whitelisting

There are 4 main categories, each with its own
subcategories: Adult or Sexual (Child abuse
images, Nudity, Pornography, Sex education);
Controversial (Criminal activity, Cults, Hate
and intolerance, Illegal drugs, Illegal software,
Plagiarism, Bad taste, Violence, Weapons);
Communication or Media (Chat, Dating and
personals, Instant messaging, Peer-to-peer,
Social Networking, Personal sites); Shopping
and Entertainment (Advertisements and popups, Alcohol and tobacco, Gambling, Shopping,
Games).

Sites to be blocked or allowed can easily be
added using the buttons at the bottom of the
web-filtering configuration page.

Time limits
Note that if the parent configures blocked
times at a time when the computer is to be
blocked for the child, they will be immediately
logged off! Access can be controlled for each
individual day of the week, both time of day
and total number of hours can be specified.
The times set can be for Internet access, or for
use of the entire PC:

Web-Filtering Test results
Overall: 84%
Pornography sites: 98%
Non-pornography sites: 70%
False positives: 3

Using Google as a bypass
Google cache: safe search activated
Google Translate: blocked
Restricted search setting
Google: Yes, the search terms are blocked
Bing: Yes, the search terms are blocked
Yahoo: Yes, the search terms are blocked

We found BullGuard’s time-limit configuration
to be very simple yet comprehensive.

Program control

What does the child see when a page
is blocked?

This includes a pre-configured list of instant
messenger and VOIP clients, which can be
selected or deselected individually. There is
also the opportunity to add other specific
programs, using Windows Explorer’s browse
dialog box.

What details are available?
The exact URL of the blocked site is shown,
along with the category of banned content.
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Help

Verdict

Clicking the Support link in the main program
window opens the relevant Support page of
BullGuard’s website. This is like an online
manual, with a list of topics displayed as a
menu on the left, with contents of each article
shown on the right. We found the pages on
parental control provided a clear and simple
overview of the feature, along with effective
instructions, including screenshots, for setting
it up.

We found BullGuard’s parental control software
to be simple to set up, with a default
configuration that many parents would find
appropriate for the age group. The time limit
controls struck us as being very comprehensive
but easy to configure at the same time.
Restricted search configuration and blocks on
e.g. Google tools block obvious methods of
getting around the controls. Help is also good.
It achieved an 84% block rate for the websites
in our test, which is an above-average score
for Windows products, and the second-highest
for an Internet security suite.
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CYBERsitter

System requirements
All versions of Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8

Available languages
English only

Features
Web content filtering: Yes
Internet usage times/total time: Yes/No
Computer usage times/total time: No/No
Program control: No
Monitoring: Yes
Restricted Search: Yes
Other: No

Configuration from
Windows account

the

child’s

This is very easily done. If the CYBERsitter
interface is opened whilst logged on with a
standard user account, a Windows UAC prompt
appears, demanding administrator credentials.
This enables parents to access and test the
settings easily, whilst keeping the child out.

Setup
This is easily performed by clicking the
Content Filters tab, selecting the Windows
account to be controlled, ticking the check
boxes for the desired categories to be blocked,
and selecting a strictness level (see next
paragraph).
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Web-Filtering Categories

What details are available?

Adults Only Content; Malicious/Phishing;
Inappropriate for Kids; Inappropriate in
School; Online Chat; Security Circumvention;
Mature Theme Sites; Gambing/Wagering; Social
Networking;
Auction/Bidding
Sites;
Inappropriate at Work; Free Email Services.
There is a further option: “This user can only
visit Always Allowable Sites”. We find the
various “Inappropriate” categories, along with
“Adults Only Content”, to be very vague.
Parents are required to trust CYBERsitter’s
interpretation of these terms. In addition to
the categories, there are also four levels of
strictness, ranging from Adult to Children. We
chose the 2nd highest level for our test.

None (block page not displayed in our test)

Blacklisting/whitelisting
Individual sites can be blacklisted or
whitelisted by clicking the Custom tab in the
program window, and then the Always Allowed
Sites or Always Blocked Sites tab as applicable.

Time limits
Internet Access times can be set using the
Access Times tab:

Web-Filtering Test Results
Overall: 11%
Pornography sites: 10%
Non-pornography sites: 12%
False positives: 0

Using Google as a bypass
Help

Google cache: cached site blocked
Google Translate: translated site blocked

The Content Filters page includes a help
button; clicking on this opens very brief
instructions on the basic functions available
on the page. The About page includes a link to
the support page of the manufacturer’s
website, which has a fairly brief FAQ section. A
support request can also be initiated from the
About page. We would describe CYBERsitter’s
help functions as somewhat limited.

Restricted search setting
Google: restricted search NOT applied
Bing: restricted search applied
Yahoo: restricted search applied

What does the child see when a page
is blocked?

Verdict

In our test, all three browsers displayed the
address block.sosnf.com in the address bar
when a page was blocked by the software.
However, none of the browsers actually
displayed this page, instead each browser
showed its standard “Page cannot be
displayed” message.

We found CYBERsitter very straightforward to
install and configure. However, we feel that
some of the categories in the web filter, such
as “inappropriate for kids”, are very vague, and
mean that parents simply have to trust the
manufacturer’s definition. Unfortunately, its
block rate of only 10% of sites overall in our
test means that it cannot be recommended.
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eScan Internet Security Suite with Cloud Security

Program control: No, not in the sense of
parental control. Parents cannot control which
applications the child is allowed to use.
Monitoring: Yes
Restricted Search: No

System requirements
Operating System: Windows 2000, XP, Vista,
7, 8
Browsers: Internet Explorer 7 or 8

Configuration from
Windows account

In our test, web filtering worked equally well
with Internet Explorer 11, Firefox and Chrome.

the

child’s

The only way that this can be done is to start
the program with administrator rights.
Otherwise the parent has to configure the
parental controls from their own administrator
account, and then log on to the child’s
account to check that the configuration is
working.

Available languages
English, German, Finnish, French, Italian, Latin
Spanish, Portuguese, Spanish, Polish, Chinese
& Icelandic.

Features
Web content filtering: Yes
Internet usage times/total time: Yes/No
Computer usage times/total time: No/No
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Setup

Web-Filtering Test Results

We did not find setting up parental controls
with eScan Internet Security as easy as with
some programs. The feature cannot be seen on
the program’s home page, as it is a sub-feature
of Web Protection. Once the configuration
dialog box has been found, the user has to try
to work out which account is being configured;
it was not clear to us which account was
selected, as clicking on the profile’s picture –
seemingly an obvious way to select the
account – has no effect. Having worked out
how to select an account, the parent can
assign one of the four age categories. We
chose “Walled Garden”, as none of the
alternatives (Adult, Adolescent, Teenager)
seemed appropriate for a 9-year-old. Having
tested this, we discovered that it is very
restrictive. Clicking “Edit Profile” in the
settings shows just how restrictive it is:

As the category most obviously intended for a
9-year-old blocks every website except
apple.com, we tested the default settings for
the Teenager age group instead.
Overall: 80%
Pornography sites: 98%
Non-pornography sites: 62%
False positives: 5

Using Google as a bypass
Google cache: blocked
Google Translate: the (translated) text is
shown, but all pictures are blocked

Restricted search setting
Google: No restriction
Bing: No restriction
Yahoo: No restriction

What does the child see when a page
is blocked?
First of all, a dialog box is shown, in which the
password can be entered to unblock the site:

To make it clear, all websites are blocked
unless specifically allowed, and there is only
one website allowed by default, apple.com,
which is probably not the site many parents
would choose as the only possible site for their
child to view. We are surprised that eScan
could not come up with a short list of childfriendly sites, to make the age group useable.

In our test, we found that this supposed popup frequently appeared as a pop-under, i.e.
hidden behind the main window, which
renders the browser useless until the user
realises what has happened. We note that if
the box is visible but no parent is available,
the only option the child has is to click on
“Block”, which does not strike us as very

Web-Filtering Categories
Pornography, Gambling, Alcohol, Violence,
Drugs.
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intuitive. When this is done, the following
page is shown:

then any number of squares can be selected by
dragging. We found the chart to be rather
small, making very precise control necessary:

We would suggest that the explanatory text
below, including the suggestion to contact the
system administrator, is the least childfriendly of any of the products in this review.

Monitoring
A log of websites visited, complete with date,
time and whether allowed or blocked, is
available to administrators (parents). It
includes a number of URLs that represent ads
or links, rather than domains deliberately
visited.

What details are available?
The block page provides the exact URL that
has been blocked and the reason/category for
this.

Blacklisting/whitelisting

Help

It is possible to blacklist and whitelist
individual websites, though we did not find
the means of doing this to be very intuitive. A
URL has to be added to an existing category,
and is then blocked or allowed along with that
category. The obvious categories would appear
to be “Websites_Allowed” to whitelist a site,
and “Ratings_block_category” to blacklist it.

Clicking the “?” button and then Online Help
opens the program’s support web page. This
contains a link to the manual, which can be
downloaded as a pdf file. There is an 11-page
section on the parental control feature, which
includes screenshots of all the relevant dialog
boxes. Unfortunately, we feel that the text
rather tends to state the obvious without
providing any help with the difficulties we
encountered with the program. For example, a
line of text explaining the features of the web
protection configuration page:

Time limits
Internet access times can be configured for
each individual day. The process for doing this
is very simple, namely dragging the mouse
over the times/days to be blocked. However,
we at first attempted to drag over an area and
then click Block Web Access” - this in fact only
enables one square at a time to be changed,
which would be very slow and laborious. The
trick is to click Block Web Access first, and

“Web Phishing Filter Status: It displays the
status of Web phishing filter.”
We do not think that many readers will feel
that they have benefitted by reading this
particular sentence. On the other hand, the
section on the Web Protection Settings dialog
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box completely misses out the fact that you
have to click on the text (not picture) of the
account that you want to change, otherwise
you simply lock yourself out of adult websites
but leave your children free to see anything
and everything. In conclusion, we do not feel
that the manual is of very much help.

Verdict
Whilst it is possible to make use of the
parental control features in eScan Internet
Security Suite, we feel that the program
presents some problems in use. We would
suggest that eScan’s parental controls are best
suited to determined and technically
competent parents. Its score of 80% in our
web filtering test was a little above the
average for the Windows products tested.
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ESET Smart Security

Computer usage times/total time: No/No
Program control: No, not in the sense of
parental control. Parents cannot control which
applications the child is allowed to use.
Restricted Search: No
Monitoring: Yes

System requirements
Operating Systems: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8.0,
8.1, all 32 and 64-bit
Browsers: None specified. In our test, ESET’s
parental controls worked equally well with
Internet Explorer, Firefox and Chrome.

Configuration from
Windows account

the

child’s

Available languages
The program window can be opened normally
when logged on with a non-administrator
account. However, when an attempt is made to
change the settings, a Windows UAC prompt
appears, requiring administrator credentials. If
these are entered, the program settings can be
changed. This is ideal.

English, German, French, Spanish, Italian,
Brazilian Portuguese, Czech, Dutch, Danish,
Norwegian, Swedish, Finnish, Russian, and a
variety of other European and non-European
languages.

Features
Web content filtering: Yes
Internet usage times/total time: No/No
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Tobacco, File sharing, Alternative Religion and
Occult, Online Marketing; Under 13 = Weapons,
Shopping, Religion and Philosophy, Recreation
and Sport, Nudity, Jobs and Properties, IM
Chats and Forums, File Downloading, Content
Servers, Business Services;

Setup
Initially, the Parental Control page of the suite
shows a list of users:

Under 5 and Under 8 use Whitelists;
Additionally, Neutral section is whitelist plus 3
blocked items: Not Categorized, Security and
Malware, Criminal and Questionable.
Categories are allowed or blocked according to
the stated age of the child. Clicking on the
tick or cross next to the item changes it.
NB: there is some confusion as to whether
sports and recreation are allowed: the category
appears in the Neutral whitelist but also the
Under 13 blacklist.

Clicking the “Not defined” link allows the
child’s age to be entered. This enables
protection for that account.

Web-Filtering Test Results
Overall: 91%
Pornography sites: 98%
Non-pornography sites: 84%
False positives: 8

Using Google as a bypass

Clicking on Setup… allows the blocked and
allowed categories to be seen and altered:

Google cache: ESET blocks cached page
Google Translate: ESET blocks translated page

Restricted search setting
Google: No search restrictions applied
Bing: No search restrictions applied
Yahoo: No search restrictions applied

What does the child see when a page
is blocked?
Web-Filtering Categories
Subjects are classified into age groups of
under 5, 8, 13, 16, 18:
under 18 = Adult content, Criminal and Drugs,
Gambling, Miscellaneous, Violence and Hate;
under 16 = Pharmacy and Health, Alcohol and
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We find the warning message to be very
suitable for children.

screenshots. Overall, we found ESET’s help
facilities to be excellent.

What details are available?

Verdict

Clicking on “Show Details” displays the URL
that
has
been
blocked,
and
the
category/reason for blocking it.

ESET Smart Security achieved the highest score
for an Internet security suite in our web
filtering test, blocking 91% of sites overall. It
was also one of relatively few programs to
score well in the Cults section. We found its
parental controls to provide simple, easily
configurable web filtering, although there are
no time-limit features. There is a good range
of categories to block or allow, the suggested
age groupings are helpful, and it is easy to add
blacklist/whitelist items. Unfortunately, there
are no restrictions on search services, meaning
that children could access articles on e.g.
Wikipedia that parents may consider
unsuitable. Parents using ESET Smart Security
may like to consider manually enabling and
locking safe search settings themselves.

Blacklisting/whitelisting
This is very easily done from the 2nd tab of the
configuration window.

Monitoring
The log shows a list of all sites that have been
blocked while the child was surfing the
Internet. Day and time, account and category
are shown:

Help
There is a local help feature, which includes
three pages of instructions for setting up and
configuring the parental controls. These pages
provide simple and clear instructions for the
basics, well-illustrated with screenshots. A
very similar guide is included in the
comprehensive user guide, which can be
downloaded from the manufacturer’s website.
Additionally, ESET’s knowledgebase provides a
number of guides to individual tasks
associated with parental controls; these are
clearly
explained,
with
step-by-step
instructions illustrated with annotated
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Fortinet FortiClient

Browsers: None specified. In our test, Internet
Explorer, Firefox and Chrome all worked equally
well.

Product type
Business Endpoint Security Client. Please note
that while the program itself has a feature
called “Parental Control”, the feature list on
the FortiClient website refers to “Web
filtering”. We find the latter to be a more
appropriate description, as the suite is
obviously oriented towards a business
environment, even if it could be employed by
home users.

Available languages
English, German, French, Brazilian Portuguese,
Spanish, Korean, Chinese, Japanese

Features
Web content filtering: Yes
Please note that content filtering applies
identically to all accounts, meaning anything
that is blocked for the child’s account is
blocked for the parent’s account too. We
assume this is due to the business-oriented
nature of the program.
Internet usage times/total time: No

System requirements
Operating Systems: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8,
all 32 and 64-bit
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Computer usage times/total time: No
Program control: No, not in the sense of
parental control. Parents cannot control which
applications the child is allowed to use.
Restricted Search: No
Monitoring: Yes

Test results

Configuration from
Windows account

Using Google as a bypass

the

Overall: 76%
Pornography sites: 99%
Non-pornography sites: 53%
False positives: 0

child’s

Google cache: page is displayed, but text only,
no pictures or videos. Links blocked.
Google Translate: page blocked

If the program is started normally when logged
on with the child’s account, the configuration
controls are not displayed, and so no settings
can be changed. To make changes whilst using
a non-administrator account, the program has
to be run as administrator, and the credentials
for an administrator account supplied. We
would not expect many home users to know
how to do this, although it must be
remembered that the product is primarily
business-oriented.

Restricted search setting
Google: restricted search not applied
Bing: restricted search not applied
Yahoo: restricted search not applied

What does the child see when a page
is blocked?

Setup
The Parental Control feature is activated by
default, no configuration or activation is
needed.

Web-Filtering Categories
Not surprisingly for a business product, the
block page is not worded in a very childfriendly manner.

There are two main categories of web filtering
that relate to parental control (rather than
business use).

What details are available?

Adult/Mature content:

The block page shows the URL that has been
blocked and the category assigned to it.

Abortion, Advocacy Organizations, Alcohol,
Alternative Beliefs, Dating, Gambling, Lingerie
and Swimsuit, Marijuana, Nudity and Risqué,
Other Adult Materials, Pornography, Sex
Education, Sports Hunting and War Games,
Tobacco, Weapons (Sales).

Blacklisting/whitelisting
Specific URLs to be blocked or allowed can
easily be added from the settings page:

Potentially Liable:
Child Abuse, Discrimination, Drug Abuse,
Explicit Violence, Extremist Groups, Hacking,
Illegal or Unethical, Plagiarism, Proxy
Avoidance.
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Verdict
Fortinet FortiClient provides simple but
effective web filtering. Whilst it is oriented
towards business use, it could successfully be
employed for basic parental control at home.
Its score in our web filtering test, 76% overall,
was a fraction above the average for Windows
products. We would suggest that parents might
like to configure Safe Search for search
engines, as this is not configured by
FortiClient.

Monitoring
A list of blocked pages, along with date/time
and category, can easily be displayed:

Help
A manual in pdf format is available from the
product’s download page on the manufacturer’s
website. This includes a brief (two-page) but
useful guide to configuring the parental
control feature. It is clearly written, and
illustrated with screenshots. We would describe
it as good as far as it goes.
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F-Secure Internet Security Online Safety

Program Control: No, not in the sense of
parental control. Parents cannot control which
applications the child is allowed to use.
Restricted Search: No
Monitoring: Yes

System requirements
Operating Systems: Microsoft Windows XP, 32bit; Microsoft Windows Vista, 7, 8.0, 8.1, all 32
and 64-bit

Configuration from
Windows account

Browsers: None specified. In our test, FSecure’s parental controls worked equally well
with Internet Explorer, Firefox and Chrome.

the

child’s

A Windows UAC prompt appears when the user
attempts to change settings. If a nonadministrator account is being used, the
password for an admin account has to be
entered to continue. We find this ideal.

Available languages
English, German, French, Spanish, Italian,
Brazilian Portuguese, Czech, Dutch, Danish,
Norwegian, Swedish, Finnish, Russian, and a
variety of other European and non-European
languages.

Setup
This is very simple. In Online Safety, click on
the child’s account, then Settings:

Features
Web content filtering: Yes
Internet usage times/total time: Yes/Yes
Computer usage times/total time: No/No
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What does the child see when a page
is blocked?

Web-Filtering Categories
Weapons, Violence, Cults, Drugs, Gambling,
Adult, Dating; Forums, Social Networks, Blogs,
Illegal Downloads, Anonymizers, Unrated
Content.

Note the UAC prompt on the “Allow web site”
button: the administrator password must be
entered to allow the site

Web-Filtering Test Results
What details are available?
Overall: 80%
Pornography sites: 97%
Non-pornography sites: 64%
False positives: 1

The block page shows the URL of the site that
has been blocked, but no further information
is available.

Using Google as a bypass

Blacklisting/whitelisting

Google cache: Text is shown, but graphics and
videos blocked.
Google Translate: Translation is blocked

Adding items to the blacklist or whitelist is
very simple:

Restricted search setting
Restricted search settings need to be activated
from the “Search Result Filter” page. If this is
done, restricted search settings are applied for
all the three major search engines Google,
Bing, and Yahoo.
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by searching. We would describe the help for
F-Secure’s parental controls as being rather
limited.

Time limits

Verdict
We found F-Secure Internet Security extremely
simple and unproblematic to activate and
configure, both for web filtering and time
controls. Its results in the web filtering test
were a little above the average for Windows
products, with 80% of sites blocked.

Time of day/day of week can easily be selected
from the chart. Total number of hours per day,
varied for weekday and weekend, can also be
set.

Monitoring
The statistics section of Online Safety displays
numbers of websites visited and blocked.
However, we could not find a means of
displaying the URLs or categories that had
been blocked.

Help
F-Secure Internet Security 2014 has a local
help feature and a downloadable manual,
although we could not find any instructions for
the parental control feature in either of these.
The online knowledgebase contains brief
instructions on setting up content filtering
and time limits; the two articles can be found
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G Data Internet Security

System requirements

Configuration from
Windows account

Operating systems: Microsoft Windows XP, 32bit; Microsoft Windows Vista, 7, 8.0, all 32 and
64-bit

the

child’s

Browsers: None specified. In our test, Internet
Explorer, Firefox and Chrome all worked equally
well.

Access is controlled by Windows account; if an
attempt is made to change settings when
logged on with the child’s account, a UAC
prompt appears. Entering the correct
credentials allows the parent to configure the
software. This is ideal.

Available languages

Setup

English, German, French, Italian, Spanish,
Dutch, Polish

Features
Web content filtering: Yes
Internet usage times/total time: Yes/Yes
Computer usage times/total time: Yes/Yes
Program Control: No, not in the sense of
parental control. Parents cannot control which
applications the child is allowed to use.
Restricted Search: Yes
Monitoring: Yes

From the Parental Controls tab, the parent
selects the child’s account from the list and
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actives the controls. There is then a choice of
Forbidden Content, i.e. a blacklist, or
Permitted Content, i.e. a whitelist. Sensibly,
activating one of these deactivates the other,
so it is always clear what will be allowed or
denied.
The
entries
for
Monitor
Internet/Computer Usage Time allow not only
monitoring but also control of the days and
times the Internet/computer can be used, and
total time per day.

Restricted search setting
Google: restricted search not applied, but test
page blocked anyway
Bing: search results page blocked
Yahoo: search results page blocked

What does the child see when a page
is blocked?

Web-Filtering Categories
There is a very short list of categories to be
blocked, namely Drugs, Hackers, Violence,
Extremist and Pornography:

What details are available?
None. There is a standard message for all sites,
without any information about the address
being blocked or why it has been blocked.

Blacklisting/whitelisting

We note that additional categories can be
added. However, once a new category has been
created and the keywords added, there appears
to be no means of editing the category or even
deleting it; the parent must recreate the
category and reconfigure it from scratch. We
find this to be extremely inconvenient and
suggest that allowing a simple editing
function would be a big improvement.

There is a whitelisting mode, with pre-defined
categories which can be enabled:

Web-Filtering Test Results
Overall: 66%
Pornography sites: 93%
Non-pornography sites: 39%
False positives: 6
Both the blacklisting and whitelisting modes
have the facility to add exceptions.

Using Google as a bypass
Google cache: cached site is blocked
Google Translate: translated site blocked
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Time limits

Verdict

Parents can specify particular times of day for
every day of the week, and total access time,
for both the Internet and the computer as a
whole.

We found G Data’s parental control feature
easy to set up. The content filter is effective,
and time limits can be configured easily. The
software was not very effective at blocking
websites, however. Its score of 66% overall
was below average for Windows products. We
also feel that the range of categories is very
limited (not including social networking, for
example), and that adding/editing new ones is
extremely inconvenient.

Monitoring
Blocked pages, with date/time and category,
together with keywords used to define the
category, can be seen in the log of the
parental control section. Internet usage and
computer usage times can also be monitored.

Help
Clicking the Help menu and Show Help opens
the program’s online help service, which is
configured much like a Windows Help file.
Articles displayed on the left can be shown in
the main pane of the window. There are a
number of articles listed under Parental
Control, which take the user through the
basics of configuring the software. The
instructions are clear and simple, although
there are no screenshots. We would describe
the help facility as adequate.
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JusProg

System requirements

Configuration from
Windows account

the

child’s

Windows 7 and 8
Although opening the program interface
always requires the administrator password to
be entered, only Windows administrator
accounts can be used to configure the
software. This means the parent must switch
between accounts to configure the program.

Version 5 is still available for Windows XP and
Vista

Available languages
Currently only German, but additional interface
languages are planned, with the option of
changing the language in the program’s
settings.

Setup
Configuring the web filter is as simple as
selecting an age group for the child. The
installation wizard explains that the
whitelisting principle is used for younger
children, whilst blacklisting is employed for
older children:

Features
Web content filtering: Yes
Internet usage times/total time: Yes
Computer usage times/total time: No
Program control: No
Monitoring: No
Restricted Search: Yes (effectively)
Other: No
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What does the child see when a page
is blocked?

Web-Filtering Categories
Categories of material are not provided by the
program, only the age group. Parents are thus
dependent on the program to define what is
and is not appropriate for their children.
The block page is very comprehensive. It
explains that the website is “not for you”, and
suggests that the child may like to ask his/her
parents to unblock the site, or report it to the
manufacturers as inappropriately blocked.
There are also links to relevant security
websites, such as an anti-bullying site, and a
search box for a child-friendly German search
engine, FragFinn.de.

Web-Filtering Test Results
Overall: 99.8%
Pornography sites: 100%
Non-pornography sites: 99.7%
False positives: 43

Using Google as a bypass

What details are available?

Google cache: Google itself blocked
Google Translate: Google Translate blocked

Restricted search setting

Only the principal domain name is given. There
is no indication as to why the specific site has
been blocked.

Google: Google itself blocked
Bing: Bing itself blocked
Yahoo: Yahoo itself blocked

Blacklisting/whitelisting
This is easily configured from the settings for
the child’s account.

Time limits
These are easy to configure in the settings,
and can be set for two periods of Internet
access a day.
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Help

Verdict

A button in the program window links to
online help. This could best be described as an
FAQ page, with topics ordered according to
category. It is reasonably comprehensive and
well written. There is a very realistic answer to
the question “Are the parental controls
completely secure?”: No parental control
software can be completely secure, and
determined children will find a way to get
around the software. Consequently parents
should talk to their children – exactly as we
have suggested in the introduction to this
report.

JusProg proved very easy to configure,
prevents obvious bypass methods, and has a
well-thought-out block page. Its block rate in
our test was an outstanding 99.8% overall,
including 100% of pornography sites. However,
it also has a very high false positive rate (43
out of 50 child-friendly sites blocked). Parents
might like to consider setting the age group
one level higher than the child’s actual age, or
adding suitable sites to the whitelist.
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Kaspersky Internet Security

Monitoring: Yes
Restricted Search: Yes
Other: private data transfer control, keyword
control

System requirements
Operating systems: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8,
8.1, all 32 and 64-bit

Configuration from
Windows account

Browsers: Internet Explorer 8 or higher. In our
test, Internet Explorer, Firefox and Chrome
worked equally well.

the

child’s

Kaspersky Internet Security does not prevent
non-admin users from changing security
settings, but the parental control feature is
password-protected. This makes it easy for a
parent to configure and test the program from
the child’s account, but it is important that
they set the password before the child does!
We also note that the scope of password
protection can be defined:

Available languages
English, German, Arabic, French, Italian,
Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Turkish

Features
Web content filtering: Yes
Internet usage times/total time: Yes/No
Computer usage times/total time: Yes/Yes
Program control: Yes
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Pornography/Erotic, Drugs, Violence, Weapons,
Gambling, Explicit Language; Social: Forums
and Chat, Social Networks, Webmail; Other:
Casual Games, Anonymous Proxy Servers,
Payment Systems, Illegal Software, Online
Stores

Web-Filtering Test Results
We would strongly recommend parents to apply
password protection to removing the
application as well.

Overall: 68%
Pornography sites: 92%
Non-pornography sites: 43%
False positives: 2

Setup
Bypassing blocked sites
Applying default settings (suitable for a
teenager) to a child’s Windows account could
not be simpler: the parent just needs to switch
parental controls on for that account.
However, we feel that the means of selecting
an age group for the child (which alters the
categories blocked and allowed) is quite easy
to overlook. In the configuration page shown
below, we did not find the description of the
Profile section very obviously related to the
child’s age: “Custom restrictions. Collects data
on user’s actions. Attempts to visit unwanted
websites will be blocked”.

Google cache: N/A, as Safe Search is activated
Google Translate: translation is blocked
Restricted search setting
Google: Safe Search is activated
Bing: Safe Search is activated
Yahoo: Safe Search is activated

What does the child see when a page
is blocked?

What details are available?
The block page shows the exact URL that has
been blocked, and the category/reason.

We initially misunderstood the relevance of the
Profile, and only later realised that it is the
place to set the age group. We suggest that
Kaspersky Lab could make this clearer by
noting in the description that it is the place to
select an age group for the child.

Blacklisting/whitelisting
Individual sites can be easily blacklisted or
whitelisted by clicking “Add exclusions” on the
Internet settings page of Parental Control.

Web-Filtering Categories
Web filtering has three main categories, each
divided into subcategories as follows. Adult:
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age rating, with a complete block on adult
games also possible. There are then predefined
categories of program that can be blocked,
e.g. browsers, games, download managers and
instant messengers. Finally, any other
individual program can be added with the
browse function provided.

Time limits
Access to the entire computer can be
controlled by time of day and total time, with
a distinction between weekdays and weekends.
We note the child-friendly term “bedtime”, and
also the Outage function – this can be used to
force children to take a break from the
computer, which we feel many parents will
value.

Help
Kaspersky Lab provide a comprehensive manual
for KIS 2014 as a pdf file. This is produced to a
very high overall standard. The section on
parental controls runs to 7 pages and covers
the basics of configuring the different subfeatures. Explanations are clear and simple,
although there are unfortunately no
screenshots in the section.
There is also a local help file, which includes
similar content to the manual. The best help
service, however, is found in the online
knowledge base on Kaspersky Lab’s website.
This has very detailed instructions for
configuring the parental control feature, with
marked and annotated screenshots used
throughout. We would describe this as
excellent.

Internet Access can be limited to number of
hours per day, with separate settings for
weekdays and weekends.

Monitoring

Verdict

Parents can see an overview of visits to sites
in potentially blocked categories, number of
sites actually blocked, along with time spent
on
the
Internet,
for
the
current
day/week/month:

We found Kaspersky Internet Security 2014’s
parental control feature to be comprehensive
but largely very straightforward to use.
Obvious means of getting around the controls
have been blocked. Access control includes
total usage time per day, and also lets parents
configure outage time, making sure the child
takes a break from the computer. The online
knowledge base provides clear, well-illustrated
step-by-step instructions for configuring the
product. Overall, we would describe Kaspersky
Lab’s parental controls as very easy to use.
Unfortunately, its score in our web filtering
test was below average for Windows products,
with 68% of sites blocked overall.

Program control
There are a number of program control options
in KIS 2014. Firstly, games can be blocked by
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KinderServer

System requirements

Configuration from
Windows account

the

child’s

Microsoft Windows. No further details are
given, but we would expect the product to
work with Windows XP, Vista, 7 (tested) and 8.

The product has to be individually activated
from every Windows account to be protected.

Available languages

Setup

English, German

Configuring the product is really only a
question of activating it for the relevant
account; nothing else is required.

Features
Web content filtering: Yes
Internet usage times/total time: No
Computer usage times/total time: No
Program control: No
Monitoring: No
Restricted Search: Yes
Other: No

Web-Filtering Categories
Parents have no choice over categories of
material to be blocked, this is done by
KinderServer.

Web-Filtering Test Results
Overall: 99%
Pornography sites: 99.7%
Non-pornography sites: 99%
False positives: 39
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Using Google as a bypass

Verdict

Google cache: Google itself blocked
Google Translate: Google itself blocked

KinderServer provides a pre-configured web
filter which with minimal setup required. We
feel it would be suitable for parents with
younger children, as its block rate is very high
(99% overall), but it also produced many false
positives (39) in our test. The only way to
make it more suitable for older children is to
manually add individual websites to the
whitelist.

Restricted search setting
Google: Google itself blocked
Bing: Bing itself is blocked
Yahoo: Yahoo itself is blocked

What does the child see when a page
is blocked?

The block page also includes search boxes for
two child-friendly search engines, BlindeKuh
and FragFinn.

What details are available?
Only the URL is shown.

Blacklisting/whitelisting
Websites can be approved (whitelisted) from
the program’s configuration window. We could
not find any means of blacklisting additional
sites.

Help
There is an FAQ page on the KinderServer
website. Whilst we would describe this as fairly
basic, we would describe it as adequate, due to
the simple nature of the program.
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Lavasoft Ad-Aware Total Security

System requirements

Configuration from
Windows account

Operating systems: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8,
all 32 and 64-bit

the

child’s

Easily done, access is controlled by PIN (has to
be set up manually, not enforced). NB: the
chosen settings apply equally to all accounts –
parents will have to live with the restrictions
for their children, or constantly switch
settings, if they use the same PC.

Browsers: None specified. In our test, the
software worked equally well with Internet
Explorer, Firefox and Chrome.

Available languages
Setup
English, German, French, Spanish, Italian,
Polish, Portuguese, Dutch, and a variety of
other European and non-European languages.

This is very simple. A PIN has to be created to
control future access to the settings, and then
an age group has to be selected. We chose the
category “Children Restrictive Under 12”. The
software cannot distinguish between Windows
accounts, so restrictions are applied to all
users equally.

Features
Web content filtering: Yes
Internet usage times/total time: No
Computer usage times/total time: No
Program control: No, not in the sense of
parental control. Parents cannot control which
applications the child is allowed to use.
Restricted Search: No
Monitoring: No

Web-Filtering Categories
Preset age groups: Adult, Under 21, Under 18,
Under 12 Permissive, Under 12 Restrictive.
Custom categories: Adult/Sexual, Computers,
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There is no means of blacklisting a site that is
not covered by a pre-existing category.

Cultures/Society,
Drugs/Alcohol/Tobacco,
Fraud/Illegal
Activities/Cheating,
Games/Gaming,
Health/Medical,
News,
Personal Web Content/Social Networking,
Shopping, Violence.

Help
Clicking the Help icon in the program window
shows a range of support options, including
links to the online manual and FAQ page. The
FAQ page is searchable, and provides clear,
well-illustrated instructions for the basics of
configuring the feature. The downloadable pdf
manual has more detailed instructions, also
clear and with abundant screenshots. We
would describe the help overall as good.

Web-Filtering Test Results
Overall: 7%
Pornography sites: 1%
Non-pornography sites: 14%
False positives: 0

Using Google as a bypass

Verdict

Google cache: site is blocked
Google Translate: allows site to be seen

Lavasoft’s parental control component is very
easy to set up, with just an age group to be
selected. More detailed configuration is
difficult, and there is no means of blacklisting
individual sites. Parents will have to live with
the same settings as their children if they use
the same computer, as the software does not
recognise
different
user
accounts.
Unfortunately, Ad-Aware Total Security’s block
rate in our test, a mere 7%, means that the
program is difficult to recommend.

Restricted search setting
Google: restricted search not applied, although
target site is blocked
Bing: restricted search not applied, but target
site blocked
Yahoo: restricted search not applied

What does the child see when a page
is blocked?

What details are available?
The block page displays the URL of the blocked
site.

Blacklisting/whitelisting
If the Custom option is chosen, exceptions to
the selected blocked categories can be added.
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McAfee Internet Security with parental controls

Computer usage times/total time: No/No
Program control: No, not in the sense that
parents can control which programs the child
can use
Monitoring: Yes, report of websites visited in
last day/week etc. Note that some websites
reported are obviously links/ads on other
pages.
Restricted Search: Yes

System requirements
Operating Systems: Windows XP, 32-bit;
Windows Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, all 32 and 64-bit
Browsers: Internet Explorer 7.0 or later;
Firefox 4.0 or later; Google Chrome. In our
test, the software worked equally well with all
three browsers.

Configuration from
Windows account

Available languages
English, German, French, Italian, Spanish,
Dutch, Danish, Swedish, Norwegian, Finnish,
Portuguese, and a variety of other European
and non-European languages

the

child’s

This can be done without any difficulty. We
must remind parents to set up parental
controls after installing the software, as this
can be done from the child’s account and
involves creating the access password. Parents
need to shut their children out before the
children shut them out!

Features
Web content filtering: Yes
Internet usage times/total time: Yes/No
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Setup

What does the child see when a page
is blocked?

There are pre-configured age groups: under 5
years, 6-8 years, 9-12 years, 13-15 years, 1618 years, and Custom. Selecting an age group
shows the allowed and blocked categories for
this group:

We found the message to be appropriate for
children.

What details are available?
The block page displays the URL that has been
blocked, and the category of blocked material.
We would describe the text of the alert as
appropriate for children.

Web-Filtering Categories
Adult, Anonymizers, Chat or Instant
Messaging, Dating, Drugs/Alcohol/Tobacco,
File Sharing, Gambling, Games, Hate or
Discrimination, Historical Revisionism, Kids
Safe Websites, Malicious Sites, Miscellaneous,
Multimedia or Streaming, Profanity, School
Cheating, Shareware or Freeware, Shopping or
Auctions, Social Networking, Weapons or
Violence.

Blacklisting/whitelisting
Yes, both can easily be added from the
settings

Time limits

Web-Filtering Test Results
Overall: 75%
Pornography sites: 95%
Non-pornography sites: 57%
False positives: 3

Using Google as a bypass
Google cache: blocked
Google Translate: blocked

Restricted search setting
Google: Restricted search is not applied, but
the search results are blocked anyway
Bing: Restricted search is applied
Yahoo: Restricted search is applied
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Help

Verdict

There is a local help function with a quite
extensive section on the parental controls
feature. It has an overview of the software and
its functions, a description of the filtering
categories, and instructions for using all of the
various sub-features. These are well written
and formatted, although unfortunately not
illustrated with screenshots. The Help window
is not resizable, meaning the reader has to do
quite a lot of scrolling to read all but the
shortest articles. There is also an FAQ page on
the manufacturer’s website, although we could
not find any articles relating to parental
controls. Overall we would describe the help
function as quite good.

We found McAfee’s parental controls to be easy
to set up, and not easy to bypass. One minor
suggestion for improvement would be to
require the password for parental control to be
created during installation of the suite,
ensuring children cannot access the settings at
any stage. Its score of 75% overall was
identical to the average value for the Windows
programs tested.
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Microsoft Windows Live Family Safety

Portuguese, and a variety of other European
and non-European languages.

System requirements
Operating systems: Microsoft Windows 7 and
8, both 32 and 64-bit. Please note that the
2011 version of Windows Live Family Safety is
still available from the Microsoft Download
site, and additionally supports Windows Vista,
both 32 and 64-bit versions. Microsoft’s
website also notes that Windows Live Family
Safety may need to be reconfigured after
upgrading from Windows 8.0 to 8.1.

Features
Web content filtering: Yes
Internet usage times/total time: Yes
Computer usage times/total time: Yes
Program control: Yes, in the sense of parental
control. Parents can decide which programs
the child can use.
Note that there is some difference in
functionality available for Windows 8/RT
devices relative to devices running Windows 7.
Other features: activity reporting, game
restrictions, requests
Restricted Search: No, but search engines
themselves are blocked
Monitoring: Yes

Browsers: None specified. In our quick test,
web filtering and monitoring worked perfectly
with Firefox and Chrome, as well as Internet
Explorer.

Available languages
English, German, French, Italian, Spanish,
Dutch, Danish, Swedish, Norwegian, Finnish,
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the

child’s

Web-Filtering Categories
There are no categories as such, only levels. It
is thus not possible to specify e.g. “Drugs”;
the parent can only choose one of Microsoft’s
pre-set levels, and make a few minor
adjustments by adding or removing individual
sites.

Configuration is done online; parents sign in
with their own Microsoft account credentials.
Simply switching the controls on or off just
requires the Microsoft account password to be
entered in the Family Safety dialog box.
However, please note that changes only come
into effect the next time the child logs on to
Windows. If parents make changes whilst
signed on with the child’s account, they need
to log off before the changes become active –
this is shown in the dialog box. Parents must
be careful not to tick (check) the “Keep me
signed in” box.

Web-Filtering Test Results
Overall: 100%
Pornography sites: 100%
Non-pornography sites: 100%
False positives: 31

Bypassing blocked sites
Setup
Google cache: No, Google itself is blocked
Google Translate: No, Google Translate itself is
blocked

Initial setup is quite simple. The child’s
account is activated in the dialog box of the
locally installed software; this includes a link
to the Microsoft web page used to configure it.
A Microsoft account is required for the latter.
Further setup is then performed online. Web
filtering can be selected from the overview
page, and then a level of filtering restrictions
can be chosen:

Restricted search setting
Google: Google itself is blocked
Bing: Bing itself is blocked
Yahoo: Yahoo itself is blocked

What does the child see when a page
is blocked?

What details are available?
Only the URL of the blocked site is displayed.
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Blacklisting/whitelisting

Help
The Help menu in the product’s local interface
has a link entitled “How do I set up Family
Safety?”, which leads to Microsoft’s online
guide to the product. This has detailed stepby-step instructions for setting up and using
the product, well-illustrated with screenshots,
which we found to be very good.

Monitoring
Verdict
The web interface displays a chart of total PC
use by the child, a summary of web use, and a
more detailed breakdown of pages visited,
including date and time, whether allowed or
blocked, and category. There is also a button
at the end of each line to change the status of
the site, which we find very convenient:

We found Windows Live Family Safety to be
very easy to set up and use, with a good range
of features. It blocked every single one of the
sites in our test, albeit with 31 false positives.
The software is free, and we feel it is well
suited to parents with younger children whose
web surfing should be limited to safe sites
only. Its one drawback is that it does not
appear to allow much fine-grade configuration
between the very protective setting for
younger children and the more permissive
next-level setting.

Time limits
The total number of hours the child can use
the computer per day (by periods of 15
minutes) can be set, but only for Windows 8
and Windows RT. Individual days cannot be
specified, but weekdays and weekends can be
differentiated. The “curfew hours” (a rather
harsh-sounding term for a child) can also be
set, in this case for every individual day of the
week, by periods.

Program Control
The App Restrictions function allows parents to
block full-blown programs, but not applets,
whereby the distinction is rather unclear.
Wordpad, Windows’ basic word processing
program, can be restricted, whereas Paint, the
basic graphics program in Windows, cannot.
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Net Nanny for Windows

is shown below, from the Wikipedia article on
profanity:

System requirements
Operating systems: Windows 7, 8 and 8.1. The
previous version of Net Nanny, 6.5, is still
available and supports Windows XP and Vista.

Configuration from
Windows account

Browsers: Not specified. In our test, the
software worked equally well with Internet
Explorer, Firefox and Chrome.

the

child’s

Net Nanny has its own user accounts, which
work independently of Windows accounts. The
admin account is created during the setup
process. The parent can log on with the child’s
Windows account, open the Net Nanny
program, and sign in with the Net Nanny
admin password to make changes.

Available languages
English only

Features
Web content filtering: Yes
Internet usage times/total time: Yes/Yes
Computer usage times/total time: No/No
Program control: No
Monitoring: Yes
Restricted Search: Yes
Other: Profanity masking. This can be used to
allow a child to read a web page which
contains swearwords, but masks the
swearwords themselves with “###”. An example

Setup
Configuring the product with default settings
requires the creation of a child’s account, and
assigning this to an age group. These are: 4-7,
8-12, 13-17, and 18+. Choosing an age group
sets a predefined configuration of the filtering
categories; the 8-12 age group we tested is
shown below:
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What details are available?
The category is displayed by default, and
clicking on the Details button shows the exact
URL that is being blocked.

Blacklisting/whitelisting
Web-Filtering Categories

Sites to blacklist or whitelist can easily be
entered form the program’s console. We note
that there are black/whitelists for individual
users, but also for the entire family (i.e. they
apply to all Net Nanny accounts).

Abortion, Alcohol, Anime, Dating, Death/Gore,
Drugs, Gambling, Lingerie/Swimsuits, Mature,
Nudity, Pornography, Profanity, Provocative,
Proxy, Sexual Health, Suicide, Tobacco,
Weapons

Time limits

Web-Filtering Test Results

These can easily be set from the console:

Overall: 78%
Pornography sites: 92%
Non-pornography sites: 64%
False positives: 5
Using Google as a bypass

Monitoring

Google cache: No, Safe Search is activated
Google Translate: No

Details of domains blocked/warned about are
supposed to be displayed on the home page of
the administration console. However, in our
test, despite visiting numerous sites and
testing all three browsers, no details of our
web history were show.

Restricted search setting
Google: Google SafeSearch is activated
Bing: results blocked by Net Nanny
Yahoo: Yahoo safe search is activated

Help

What does the child see when a page
is blocked?

There is a comprehensive 73-page manual in
pdf format, which can be downloaded from the
product’s web page. This covers all aspects of
installing and configuring the software,
starting with instructions on how to find
which version of windows you use. We found
the instructions to be clear and simple, and
very generously illustrated with screenshots.
Unfortunately there are no bookmarks and the
contents page is not clickable, but this is only
a minor point, and the manual is otherwise
excellent.
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There is also an online FAQ, with simple
answers to common questions, and a
knowledge base, which deals with problems
such as conflicts with third-party security
programs.

obvious bypass mechanisms are blocked. We
also note the ability to allow a site but filter
out swearwords. We were however surprised
that there are no categories for social
networks or hate sites, as we feel that many
parents would consider these important areas
to block or restrict. Net Nanny’s score of 78%
overall in the web filtering test was a little
above average for the Windows products
tested.

Verdict
Net Nanny is easy to set up, and appears to be
very effective at blocking sites within its
predefined categories. Restricted search
settings are applied where applicable, and
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Norton Family

the functionality comes from the Norton
Family software which has to be downloaded
and installed separately. Configuration of the
product is web-based. We feel it would make
sense to regard Norton Family as a separate
product, the setup of which can be easily
initiated from the Norton Internet Security
window.

System requirements
Operating systems: Windows XP, 32-bit only;
Windows Vista, 7, 8, all 32 and 64-bit
Browsers: 32-bit versions of Internet Explorer
7 or higher, Chrome and Mozilla Firefox are
supported for phishing protection, safe search
and password management; parental control
not specified. In our test, the software worked
equally well with Internet Explorer, Firefox and
Chrome.

Features
Web content filtering: Yes
Internet usage times/total time: No/No
Computer usage times/total time: Yes/Yes
Program control: Not in this version
Monitoring: Yes
Restricted Search: Yes

Available languages
English, German, French, Spanish, Italian,
Brazilian Portuguese, Czech, Dutch, Danish,
Norwegian, Swedish, Finnish, Russian, and a
variety of other European and non-European
languages.

Configuration from
Windows account

Note on parental control component

the

child’s

As the product configuration is web-based, it
can be configured whilst logged on to the PC
using the child’s account. Access is controlled
by the Norton Account password.

Norton Family is advertised as a feature of
Norton Internet Security, and there is a link to
“Family” on the home page of the Norton
Internet Security window. However, in reality,
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Education, Sexual Orientation, Shopping,
Social
Networking,
Sports,
Suicide,
Technology, Tobacco, Travel, Uncategorized,
Violence, Weapons, Web Mail, Web Proxies.

Setup
Initial configuration is web-based, and
involves creating a profile for each child to be
protected:

Web-Filtering Test Results
Overall: 89%
Pornography sites: 99%
Non-pornography sites: 80%
False positives: 3

Using Google as a bypass
Google cache: Restricted search enabled
Google Translate: translated site blocked

After this, additional Norton Family software
has to be downloaded and installed.
Configuration then continues in the browser,
which we found slightly confusing. After a
little bit of exploration, we were able to find
how to attach the child’s Norton Family
account to her Windows account on the local
PC, and also to see how web-filtering had been
pre-configured for her age group:

Restricted search setting
Google: Safe Search enabled
Bing: Safe Search enabled
Yahoo: Safe Search enabled

What does the child see when a page
is blocked?

Web-Filtering Categories

We feel that Symantec have made an effort to
design a warning page that is suitable for
children.

Abortion,
Advertising,
Alcohol,
Art,
Automotive, Business, Computer Hacking,
Crime, Cult, Discussion and Online Interaction,
Drugs, Entertainment and Music, File Sharing,
Gambling, Gaming, General, Government, Hate,
Health, Job Search, Kids, Legal, Lingerie,
Mature Content, Military, News, Online Chat,
Personals,
Politics,
Pornography,
Reference/Educational, Religion, Search, Sex

What details are available?
The block page displays the URL of the site
that has been blocked and the category of
blocked content it is considered to be.
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Blacklisting/whitelisting
Sites to be blacklisted/whitelisted can be
easily added on the Web Site Settings page
(see screenshot on previous page).

Clicking on the arrow at the right-hand end of
the entry shows further details, including
number of attempts to view the site and the
device used.

Time limits

Help
We were initially a little confused as to how to
access the help functions for Norton Family.
The help features accessible via the Norton
Internet Security window do not relate to the
parental control component, and the Norton
Family system tray icon does not provide
access to any help features. We found a Help
link in the web-based configuration interface,
which took us to Symantec’s online Help
Center for Norton Family. This could be
regarded as an online manual, and indeed the
same content can be downloaded as a pdf file.
A link can be clicked from the list of topics in
a column on the left-hand side of the page,
the content then being displayed in the panel
on the right:

The time settings configuration page allows
specific hours for computer use to be
blocked/allowed for individual days of the
week. Additionally, total hours per day can be
specified, with a distinction between weekdays
and weekends. Time can be counted as hours
logged on to the computer, or hours of active
use, which strikes us as a sensible distinction.
When the allowed hours have been used up,
the computer can be locked, or alternatively
the out-of-time hours can be enabled but
reported.

Program control
Application controls, along with video and
messaging controls and some other features
are included in the Premier version of Norton
Family, though this is not included in the
Norton Internet Security subscription.

Each article contains clear, step-by-step
instructions for configuring the individual subfeatures, although there are unfortunately no
screenshots. We would describe the help
function as good, once you find it.

Monitoring
Verdict
The Activity page for each child shows a list of
websites visited, along with date and time,
category of site, and whether the site was
blocked or allowed:

We found Norton Family’s web interface to be
very straightforward to use, making it quick
and easy to create an account for the child,
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set up a filtering scheme based on her age,
and link this with the Windows account on the
PC. Safe Search is applied to the major search
engines, and obvious means of bypassing the
filters, such as Google Translate, are blocked.
Time limitations are comprehensive but easy to
administer. We note that Norton have made an
effort to make the “site blocked” page suitable
for children. The help features are also good.
The software achieved a proficient result in the
web-filtering test, with 89% of sites blocked
overall, and also performed very well in the
Cults category.
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OpenDNS Family Shield

System requirements

Setup

Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8

As mentioned above, the service works by
changing the DNS servers used for the Internet
connection. This provides default content
filtering. Customising the web filter involves
creating an account, signing in and registering
the current external IP address, before using
the Web Content Filtering page to select
filtering levels/categories.

Available languages
English only

Features
Web content filtering: Yes
Internet usage times/total time: No
Computer usage times/total time: No
Program control: No
Monitoring: No
Restricted Search: No
Other: No

Configuration from
Windows account

the

Web-Filtering Categories

child’s

As the configuration of OpenDNS Family Shield
involves changing the DNS servers used by the
network adapter(s), this has to be done using
an administrator account. However, the filter
applies equally to all accounts, so the parent
can test the filter without having to switch to
another account.

Academic Fraud, Adult Themes, Adware,
Alcohol, Anime/Manga/Webcomic, Auctions,
Automotive, Blogs, Business Services, Chat,
Classifieds,
Dating,
Drugs,
Ecommerce/Shopping,
Educational
Institutions,
File
Storage,
Financial
Institutions,
Forums/Message
boards,
Gambling, Games, German Youth Protection,
Government, Hate/Discrimination, Health and
Fitness,
Humor,
Instant
Messaging,
Jobs/Employment, Lingerie/Bikini, Movies,
Music, News/Media, Non-Profits, Nudity,
P2P/File sharing, Parked Domains, Photo
Sharing, Podcasts, Politics, Pornography,
Portals, Proxy/Anonymizer, Radio, Religious,
Research/Reference, Search Engines, Sexuality,
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Social
Networking,
Software/Technology,
Sports, Tasteless, Television, Tobacco, Travel,
Typo Squatting, Video Sharing, Visual Search
Engines, Weapons, Web Spam, Webmail

Help
The OpenDNS website provides simple, clear
instructions for configuring the service. These
are well illustrated with screenshots, and
specific to the Windows version, i.e. there are
separate sets of instructions for Windows XP,
Vista, 7 and 8.

Web-Filtering Test Results
Overall: 63%
Pornography sites: 93%
Non-pornography sites: 33%
False positives: 1

Using Google as a bypass
Google cache: cached site is blocked
Google Translate: site translated without
restriction

Restricted search setting
Google: Restricted search not applied
Bing: Restricted search not applied
Yahoo: Restricted search not applied

Unfortunately, at the time of writing (early
July 2014), the DNS server addresses provided
in the OS-specific instructions were wrong. A
separate page, “FamilyShield Computer
Configuration Instructions”, shows the correct
addresses to use, but naturally this is
confusing for users. We hope that OpenDNS
will update the Windows-specific instructions
to include the correct addresses.

What does the child see when a page
is blocked?

Verdict
What details are available?

OpenDNS Family Shield provides a web-filtering
service only. Whilst the service could not be
described as difficult to set up, we would
suggest that it is best suited to IT-literate
parents who will proactively seek a solution,
rather than having it handed to them on a
plate. There is a wide range of filtering
categories to choose from, but restricted
search settings are not applied, and Google
Translate can be used to bypass the filter. Its
score of 63% of websites blocked overall was
significantly below average for the Windows
products tested.

The URL is shown, along with the category of
excluded material.

Blacklisting/whitelisting
Sites can easily be blacklisted or whitelisted
from the Web Content Filtering page.
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Salfeld Child Control

System requirements

displayed in the browser, providing a very
similar interface to that found on the local PC.

Windows 2000, XP, Vista, 7, 8.

Available languages
English, German, Dutch

Features
Web content filtering: Yes
Internet usage times/total time: Yes/Yes
Computer usage times/total time: Yes/Yes
Program control: Yes
Monitoring: Yes
Restricted Search: Yes
Other: Email reporting; remote control. The
latter allows the program settings to be
changed remotely, by logging in to the Salfeld
website. A copy of the program interface is

Configuration from
Windows account

the

child’s

This can be done easily, as the program
requires its own password to be entered before
any changes can be made, regardless of the
Windows account being used at the time.

Setup
The setup wizard asks which Windows account
to configure for the child, allows time limits to
be set for both Internet and PC use on a
weekday/weekend basis; Internet filter on;
security level none/low/middle/high/very
high; we used Middle.
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Web-Filtering Categories

What details are available?

Chat and Dating; Sex and Pornography;
Violence and Weapons; Proxies, Spyware,
Hacks; Webmail; Drugs, Alcohol; Rip-Off Sites;
Games; BPJM15 Content; Search Engine Filters.

The block dialog box shows the category of
blocked materials and the URL that has been
blocked.

Blacklisting/whitelisting
Web-Filtering Test Results
Sites to be blocked or allowed can easily be
added using the appropriate tabs in the main
program window.

Overall: 56%
Pornography sites: 87%
Non-pornography sites: 39%
False positives: 0

Time limits

Using Google as a bypass

Limitations for Internet use and computer use
can be very easily added using the day/time
grid shown below:

Google cache: search term is blocked
Google Translate: text is translated, but
pictures are blocked

Restricted search setting
Google: Yes
Bing: Yes
Yahoo: Yes

What does the child see when a page
is blocked?

Program control
The program control feature is very simple to
use, allowing the parent to browse for
applications using a Windows Explorer dialog
box. Once set, program restrictions take effect
immediately.

Help
There are three help options available: local
help, a manual, and instructional videos, all
available from the Help menu. The local help
function could be described as a manual in
standard Windows-Help format. The manual
itself is a comprehensive 77-page document in
PDF format, covering all aspects of installation
and configuration. It is clearly written,
generously illustrated with screenshots and has
been bookmarked, making it easy to access any

15

German Federal Department for Media Harmful to
Young Persons
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individual topic. There are 11 videos in total,
each about 5 minutes long, covering major
aspects such as installation and using the
Internet filter. We would describe the
narration as clear and simple. Overall, we feel
the help features for the program are
outstanding.

Verdict
We feel Salfeld Child Control 2014 provides
comprehensive functionality in a clear,
intuitive interface, with excellent help
facilities available. One minor suggestion for
improvement would be to add pre-configured
age groups, combining the security level with
filtering categories. Unfortunately, Salfeld
blocked only 56% of sites overall, significantly
below the average for Windows products.
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Telekom Kinderschutz

System requirements
The Telekom website merely states that the
software “also works with Windows 8”, without
any further details. Once the program is
installed, the opening page of the Help file
displays the system requirements, which show
that all versions of Windows XP, Vista and 7
are supported. We regard this as being akin to
putting opening instructions on the inside of
the box.

Configuration from
Windows account

the

child’s

This is very straightforward; the password for
the program has to be entered when opening
it, regardless of user account being used.
However, we noticed that while the parent is
logged in to the software, the protection is
disabled, making it inconvenient to test the
configuration changes made, as the parent
must log out before seeing what changes have
come into effect.

Available languages
Setup
German only

Features
Web content filtering: Yes
Internet usage times/total time: Yes/Yes
Computer usage times/total time: No/No
Program control: Yes
Monitoring: No
Restricted Search: yes
Other: Download controls

This involves entering the name and age of the
child, assigning a Windows account, and
setting access times and total time allowed.

Web-Filtering Categories
Pornography/nudity;
Shopping;
Society/upbringing/religion; Games/gambling;
Entertainment/culture; Personal home pages;
Medicine;
Lifestyle;
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Information/communication;
IT:
Criminal
activities;
Drugs;
Job
search;
Finance/investment;
Transport;
Weapons/military;
Malware;
Spam;
Violence/extremism;
General
business
activities; Social networks

friendly German search engine FragFinn, and a
link to German Telekom’s own children’s
website.
We noted that when a page has been blocked,
the following message box is repeatedly
shown, and a Windows notification sound
played:

Web-Filtering Test Results
Overall: 100%
Pornography sites: 100%
Non-pornography sites: 100%
False positives: 47

The text translates as “Secure connections are
not allowed in your profile”. We found this
notification to be pointless and irritating.

Using Google as a bypass
Google cache: Google itself is blocked

What details are available?

Google Translate: Google itself is blocked

Only the URL of the blocked site is shown.

Restricted search setting

Blacklisting/whitelisting

All three major search engines – Google, Bing
and Yahoo – were blocked by default with our
chosen settings. We added all three sites to
the whitelist to see if restricted search was
applied. We were able to access Bing, and
found that restricted search was used. Both
Google and Yahoo remained completely
inaccessible, however.

Sites to be blocked or allowed can easily be
added for individual users or all users, from
the Protection Level settings.

Time limits
Internet access times and total usage time per
day can easily be set for each day of the week,
using the same dialog box:

What does the child see when a page
is blocked?

Program control
The text might reasonably be translated as
“Sorry, you are not allowed to access this site.
www.facebook.com is not suitable for your age
group”. There is a search box for the child-

The program control feature is easy to
configure for someone familiar with Windows,
and involves simply browsing for the program
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to be blocked using a Windows Explorer dialog
box. However, in our test the feature did not
work. We added Notepad to the list of
programs to be blocked and saved the
configuration. Even after the PC was restarted,
it was possible to use Notepad without
restriction under the child’s account.

Verdict
Whilst Telekom Kinderschutz is easy to
configure, it has a number of annoyances such
as the misplaced system requirements, secure
connections alert and non-functioning program
control. It achieved a perfect score in our test,
blocking 100% of sites, but with the very high
false-positive score of 47. Whilst this may be
appropriate for younger children, parents with
older children may wish to consider making
the settings less strict, in order to allow the
child reasonable Internet access.

Help
The program has a Windows Help file with 7
pages, the first of these being the misplaced
system requirements. The other pages are: First
Steps, Settings, Profile Administration, Parent
Settings, Logging In and Out, and FragFinn
(child-friendly German search engine). We feel
the overall scope of the help file is somewhat
limited, but the instructions are clear and
well-illustrated with screenshots.
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Trend Micro Titanium Internet Security

Restricted Search: Yes. This is optional, and
can be selected on the website filtering
configuration page.

System requirements
Operating systems: Windows XP, 32-bit only;
Windows Vista, 7 and 8, both 32 and 64-bit

Configuration from
Windows account

Browsers: Internet Explorer 7, 8, 9, 10, 11;
Mozilla Firefox and Google Chrome, both
“latest version”. In our test, the software
worked equally well with all three browsers.

the

child’s

This can be done without any difficulty. We
must remind parents to set up parental
controls after installing the software, as this
can be done from the child’s account and
involves creating the access password. Parents
need to shut their children out before the
children shut them out!

Available languages
English, German, French, Spanish, Italian,
Brazilian
Portuguese,
Dutch,
Danish,
Norwegian, Swedish, Russian, and a variety of
other European and non-European languages.

Setup

Features

Note that the setup dialog asks about Windows
accounts and explains these:

Web content filtering: Yes
Internet usage times/total time: Yes
Computer usage times/total time: No
Program control: Yes
Monitoring: Yes
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Using Google as a bypass
Google cache: blocked
Google Translate: blocked

Restricted search setting
Google: not restricted
Bing: restricted
Yahoo: not restricted

By clicking the first link, “Do your children
have their own Windows User Accounts for this
computer?”, we saw that the non-administrator
account on our test PC had been automatically
selected for parental controls, but the
administrator account had not. For the child’s
account, age ranges 3-7, 8-12, 13-17, and
Custom can be selected, each with a different
configuration of categories to block.

What does the child see when a page
is blocked?

Web-Filtering Categories
Content filtering categories is divided into
major categories, with subcategories that can
be blocked or allowed individually. These are:
Adult or Sexual (Erotic/Mature, Nudity, Sex
Education,
Intimate
Apparel/Swimsuit,
Pornography); Communications or Media
(Blogs/Web Communications, Email, Peer-toPeer Networks, Streaming Media, Social
Networking,
Chat/Instant
Messaging,
Hacking/Proxy Avoidance, Photo Searches,
Personals/Dating,
Web
Advertisement);
Controversial (Abortion, Cult/Occult, Tasteless,
Weapons/Military,
Criminal/Questionable,
Illegal Drugs, Violence/Hate/Racism; Shopping
and
Entertainment
(Alcohol/Tobacco,
Gambling, Shopping, Auctions, Games). There
is also an option entitled “Block Untested
Websites”.

We note the child-friendly “someone who cares
about you has decided that you may not open
this page”.

What details are available?
The block notification shows the address that
has been blocked, and the category/reason for
the block.

Blacklisting/whitelisting
This is done via the link “”Trust or Block
Websites”. We note that “allowed” pages are
allowed for all users of the computer, and
“blocked” pages equally blocked for all users.

Web-Filtering Test Results

Time limits

Overall: 67%
Pornography sites: 95%
Non-pornography sites: 39%
False positives: 0

Internet usage time can be controlled. Times
can be specified either for weekdays (Monday
to Friday) separately from weekend (Saturday
and Sunday), or for each specific day of the
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week. Total hours of Internet use per day can
be set for weekdays separately from weekends.

“Tools”. There is a very succinct guide to
setting up parental controls; we would
describe the scope of this as limited, although
we found the content good as far as it goes.

Program control

Verdict

Access can be blocked for any individual
program. There is a list of common programs
and a browse function.

We found Trend Micro Titanium Internet
Security to be very easy to configure, from a
parental controls point of view. The
preconfigured age-group settings make it quick
and easy to define a configuration for a child.
The protection cannot easily be circumvented
using e.g. Google tools. We should however
point out that the safe search function did not
work with Google, and suggest that parents
using the suite may want to configure this
themselves, or block the site. Unfortunately,
Trend Micro’s result in the web filtering test
was below average for Windows products, with
67% of sites blocked overall.

Monitoring
A log of websites visited from the child’s
account is available, with date and time for
each site. Not that some URLs shown represent
links or ads on other pages.

Help
Selecting “Online Help” from the program’s
help menu opens the online guide to Trend
Micro Titanium products. Instructions for the
Parental Controls feature can be found under
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Reviews of products for Apple iOS
Parental Controls in iOS 7.1.2
Features

Restricted search setting

Web content filtering: Yes
Internet usage times/total time: No/No
Computer usage times/total time: No/No
Program control: Yes
Monitoring: No
Restricted Search: Yes

Google: Yes
Bing: Yes
Yahoo: Yahoo.com is itself blocked

What does the child see when a page
is blocked?

Setup
Web filtering is enabled very simply by tapping
Settings, General, Restrictions, Websites, then
Limit Adult Content.

What details are available?

Web-Filtering Categories
There is no choice of categories available;
parents simply have to trust Apple’s definition
of “Adult Content”.

The URL is visible. As there is no choice of
categories in the iOS settings, no category
information can be shown.

Blacklisting/whitelisting
This is easily done on the Restrictions page:

Web-Filtering Test Results
Overall: 62%
Pornography sites: 92%
Non-pornography sites: 33%
False positives: 5

Using Google as a bypass
Google cache: the search term is blocked by
the restricted search setting, so the filter
cannot be bypassed.
Google Translate: the filter cannot be
bypassed, the site is restricted.

Program control
Individual apps can very easily be allowed or
blocked using a slider switch on the
Restrictions page:
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found them simple but adequate, and wellillustrated with screenshots.

Verdict
The parental control filter in iOS is very simple
to set up, but parents have limited control
over what is blocked. There is only one
category, “Adult Content”, although individual
sites can be blacklisted or whitelisted. iOS’
overall score of 62% of test sites blocked was
the lowest of the three Android products.

Help
There are simple but adequate instructions on
Apple’s support website, which explain the
basics of setting up the parental controls. We
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AVG Family Safety for iOS

System requirements
iOS® version 4.3 or higher

Features
Web content filtering: Yes
Internet usage times/total time: No/No
Computer usage times/total time: No/No
Program control: No
Monitoring: No
Restricted Search: Yes

Setup
When installation is complete, the user is
asked to sign in with an AVG account. In our
test, we were unable to do this, a message
appearing that the credentials were not valid.
When we researched this problem, we found an
entry in an AVG forum16 (and also mention on
one of the product’s support pages17)
indicating that it is only possible to log in if
the user has a paid-for Family Safety account,
i.e. has purchased the Windows version of the
product. There is nothing in the program itself
(even in the help page) or the download page
to indicate that this is the case. It also

16

http://forums.avg.com/us-en/avgforums?sec=thread&act=show&id=231322
17
http://support.avg.com/SupportArticleView?urlna
me=Using-AVG-Family-Safety-foriOS&l=en_US&retURL=support_iOS_AVG_Family_Safe
ty_for_Mobile

transpires that unless the user logs in,
functionality and configuration options are
much reduced. We would certainly not expect
it to be necessary to read through a product’s
support pages or forums to find out that the
free product is very limited in its scope, and
that full functionality can only be enabled by
buying the equivalent Windows product. We
feel this is very misleading and unacceptable.
The program is an alternative browser, with an
interface similar to the Mac OS X version of
Safari. The blacklist, bookmarks, help, and the
limited settings available in the free version
are all accessible from the icon to the left of
the address bar.
We note that the Safari Browser in iOS is not
removed or disabled by the AVG installation
routine, and that it is not affected at all by
the filtering in AVG’s browser. Thus a child can
continue to view any and all Internet pages
simply by using Safari instead of the AVG
browser, thus rendering the program pointless.

Web-Filtering Categories
Categories available in the commercial version:
Abortion, Advertising, Alcohol, Art and
Museums, Art Nudes, Automotive, Blogs,
Business, Chat, Criminal Skills and Hacking,
Cult and Occult, Drugs, Dynamic, Educational,
Entertainment, File Sharing, Finance and
Investing, Forums and Message Boards, Free
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Host Sites, Freeware and Shareware, Gambling,
Games, Glamour, Government, Hate, Health
and Fitness, Hobby, Inactive Domains, Job
Search, Kids, Lifestyles, Malware, Mature
Content R-Rated, Military, Movies and TV,
Music, News, NNTP News Groups, Online
Videos, Personals and Dating, Politics,
Pornography, Portal, Proxies and Anonymizers,
Reference, Religion, Science, Search Engine
(protected), Search Engine (unprotected),
Search Terms, Self-Harm, Sexual Education,
Shopping, Social Networking, Sports, Suicide,
Technology, Tobacco, Travel, Violence and
Gore, Weapons, Webmail.

What details are available?
Only the category, not the URL

Blacklisting/whitelisting
These are configured using “Block Sites” and
“Allow Sites” in the web interface.

Help
There is a help page accessible by tapping the
configuration menu and then “Help”. This
mentions logging on with an AVG account
when the app is installed, but not that this
has to be a paid-for account. It also tells the
user how to add and remove URLs from the
blacklist, and how to disable Safari. However,
it does not state why Safari needs to be
disabled (i.e. that children can otherwise use
it for completely unrestricted Internet access).

Web-Filtering Test Results
Results for the commercial version.
Overall: 87%
Pornography sites: 99%
Non-pornography sites: 76%
False positives: 14

Verdict

Using Google as a bypass

In our test, AVG Family Safety for iOS blocked
87% of sites, a competent score and in the
middle of the three Android products.
However, it produced an above-average
number of false positives.

Google cache: Search term is blocked
Google Translate: site is blocked

Restricted search setting
Google: Yes
Bing: Yes
Yahoo: Yes

We find AVG’s description of the product as
“Free”, without mentioning the restrictions,
misleading18. We also find it ridiculous that the
program does not disable Safari in its
installation routine, or at least make very clear
that this has to be done manually, if there is
to be any sense in installing Family Safety at
all. The product cannot be recommended in its
current form and with the current state of
information provided by the manufacturer.

What does the child see when a page
is blocked?

18

http://support.avg.com/SupportArticleView?urlnam
e=Overview-of-AVG-Family-Safety-foriOS&l=en_US&retURL=support_iOS_AVG_Family_Safe
ty_for_Mobile
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Deutsche Telekom Surfgarten for iOS

System requirements
iOS 5 or later

Features
Web content filtering: Yes
Internet usage times/total time: Yes/Yes
Device usage times/total time: No/No
Program control: No
Monitoring: No
Restricted Search: effectively yes; search
engines themselves are blocked.

that the filtering is configured for the current
user. The password is also required if the app
has been unused for more than about a
minute, making it difficult for a child to use
the parent’s account if the device has been left
unlocked and unattended.

Web filtering Categories
It is not possible to change filtering
categories, only the age group of the child.
The options are 0-5, 6-11, 12-15, and 16-17.

Test results
Setup
A parental account and one or more child
accounts have to be created; for the latter, an
age group has to be entered. Very clear
instructions with screenshots show the parent
how to enable Restrictions, password-protect
the settings and disable Safari:

Surfgarten blocked 100% of our test sites, but
also had 48 false positives. The child helpline
childline.org was not blocked, fortunately.

Using Google as a bypass
The Google search engine and related
functions such as translate are themselves
blocked.

Restricted search setting
The Google, Bing and Yahoo search engines are
completely blocked.

What does the child see when a page
is blocked?
We feel the block page has been well designed
for children. The main text states “You can
only look at this website with your parents”:

The app is an alternative browser. Every time it
is started, a user has to log in, thus ensuring
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major drawback, as the program is intuitive to
use, and the setup wizard explains the basic
functions effectively.

Verdict
Surfgarten is very strict and had the highest
block rate in our test, stopping every single
one of our test sites. The major three search
engines were completely blocked, making it
very difficult to bypass the software. We note
the high rate of false positives, however. The
6-11 age group can effectively be regarded as
“whitelist only”. Some parents might want to
consider setting the age group one higher than
the child’s actual age, to allow a little more
freedom. For example, CBBC, the BBC’s website
for children, is blocked for the 6-11 age group,
but allowed for 12-15.

What details are available?
None; the page does not display the URL or
category of blocked material.

Blacklisting/whitelisting
We could not find any means of creating
whitelists or blacklists.

We liked the very clear, illustrated instructions
for configuring the iPad, and also the childfriendly block page.

Time limits
These can be configured in the settings of
each child account. Time of day or total
number of hours of surfing can be specified.

Help
There is a very limited FAQ page, with a total
of 6 questions, on the Telekom website. We
could not find any other form of help for the
program. However, we do not feel this is a
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Reviews of products for Google Android
Blue Coat K9 for Android
Features
Web content filtering: Yes
Internet usage times/total time: No
Device usage times/total time: No
Program control: Yes
Monitoring: No
Restricted Search: Yes

Setup
No
configuration
installation.

was

required

after

Web-Filtering Categories
The web filtering feature is preconfigured and
cannot be changed.

Web-Filtering Test Results
Overall: 72%
Pornography sites: 98%
Non-pornography sites: 46%
False positives: 4

System requirements
According to the product’s page in the Google
Play store, K9 is compatible with Android 2.2
or higher. However, whilst we were able to
install it on our Nexus 5 smartphone running
Android 4.4.2, the app consistently crashed
every time we tried to use it:

Using Google as a bypass
Google cache: N/A as the search term is
blocked by the restricted search function.
Google Translate: We were able to access
www.playboy.com by translating it into
German, although it appeared that most of the
pictures had been blocked.

Restricted search setting
Google: Yes
Bing: Yes
Yahoo: Yes
Consequently, we tested K9 on an alternative
test device running Android 4.0.4.
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What does the child see when a page
is blocked?

Program control
There is a feature entitled App Controls,
although we would say this is quite limited in
its functionality. The options are: Redirect Web
Browsers (“redirect request to other web
browsers throughK9”); Block Google Play;
Native App redirection (redirect YouTube and
Google Search through K9)

Help
We could not find any help functions within
the program. The manufacturer’s website has
an FAQ page, but none of the questions gave
any assistance with using the product.

What details are available?
Verdict
The block page shows the URL that has been
blocked, and the category of blacklisted
material to which it has been assigned.

K9 Web Protection for Android is very simple
to use, but allows no control over which sites
are blocked. It was very effective at blocking
pornography websites, but much less so with
other categories. It currently appears to be
incompatible with Android 4.4.2. Its overall
score of 72% of websites blocked is the second
highest for the Android products tested.

Blacklisting/whitelisting
We could not find a means of creating
blacklists or whitelists.
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Mobicip Safe Browser for Android
System requirements

Using Google as a bypass

Android 2.2 or higher

Google cache: Entire page is blocked
Google Translate: Entire page is blocked

Features
Restricted search setting
Web content filtering: Yes
Internet usage times/total time:
(Premium)/No
Device usage times/total time: No/No
Program control: Yes (Premium)
Monitoring: Yes (Premium)
Restricted Search: Yes

Yes

Google: Yes
Bing: Blocks page completely
Yahoo: Yes

What does the child see when a page
is blocked?

Setup
Installing the App from Google Play involves
creating a Mobicip account and signing in. It
is necessary to make Mobicip a device
administrator. Premium features such as
monitoring can be configured using a web
interface.

Web-Filtering Categories
Addiction; Adult/Pornography; Blacklisted URL;
Chat/Blog/Social Networking; Custom Phrases;
Entertainment/Games;
Finance;
Health/Medical;
Inappropriate
Content;
Lifestyle/Hobbies;
Miscellaneous;
Mobile/Downloads;
News/Sports;
Online
Communication/Email;
Phishing/Hacking/Security Threats; Shopping;
Time Restricted; Tools; Violence; YouTube;
YouTube phraselist.

Web-Filtering Test Results
Overall: 77%
Pornography sites: 97%
Non-pornography sites: 58%
False positives: 7

On some occasions in our test, we found that
some unsuitable sites were not displayed, but
the “Loading” message was displayed instead.
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a sample of which is shown below. This
includes some video tutorials, which we found
simple and clear.

What details are available?
None. Neither the URL nor the reason for
blocking it is displayed.

Blacklisting/whitelisting
Available in Premium version

Time limits
Available in Premium version

Program control
Available in Premium version

Verdict

Help

The free version of Mobicip provides a preconfigured web filter. This blocked 77% of the
sites in our test, the highest score for an
Android product. A comprehensive set of
additional features is available in the Premium
version.

Whilst we could not find any local help service
for the product, Mobicip provide a
comprehensive task-based online support page,
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NetNanny for Android

System requirements
Android 2.2 or higher

sets a predefined configuration of the filtering
categories; the 8-12 age group we tested is
shown below:

Features
Web content filtering: Yes
Internet usage times/total time: Yes/Yes
Device usage times/total time: No/No
Program control: No
Monitoring: Yes
Restricted Search: Yes
Other: Profanity masking. This can be used to
allow a child to read a web page which
contains swearwords, but masks the
swearwords themselves with “###”. An example
is shown below, from the Wikipedia article on
profanity:

Web-Filtering Categories
Abortion, Alcohol, Anime, Dating, Death/Gore,
Drugs, Gambling, Lingerie/Swimsuits, Mature,
Nudity, Pornography, Profanity, Provocative,
Proxy, Sexual Health, Suicide, Tobacco,
Weapons

Web-Filtering Test Results
Setup
Net Nanny has to be made a Device
Administrator during the installation process.
Configuration is largely done online, and so
any device can be used. It may be more
convenient to use a device with a larger screen
and physical keyboard.
Configuring the product with default settings
requires the creation of a child’s account, and
assigning this to an age group. These are: 4-7,
8-12, 13-17, and 18+. Choosing an age group

Overall: 71%
Pornography sites: 89%
Non-Pornography Sites: 52%
False positives: 8

Using Google as a bypass
Google cache: N/A due to search term being
blocked by restricted search
Google Translate: results blocked by NetNanny
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users, but also for the entire family (i.e. they
apply to all Net Nanny accounts).

Restricted search setting
Google: Yes, restricted search is applied
Bing: Yes, restricted search is applied
Yahoo: Yes (results page blocked by NetNanny)

In our test, the blacklisting and whitelisting
feature did not work with the Android version
we used for the test.

What does the child see when a page
is blocked?

Time limits
These can easily be set from the console:

Help
NetNanny’s website has a video guide to
installing and configuring the Android
software, which we found to be very
informative and helpful. There is also an FAQ
page, which we would describe as somewhat
limited, but fine as far as it goes.

Verdict
Net Nanny is easy to set up, and appears to be
very effective at blocking sites within its
predefined categories. Restricted search
settings are applied where applicable, and
obvious bypass mechanisms are blocked. We
also note the ability to allow a site but filter
out swearwords. We were however surprised
that there are no categories for social
networks or hate sites, as we feel that many
parents would consider these important areas
to block or restrict. Blacklisting and
whitelisting did not work with Android 4.4.2,
although we would expect them to work as
intended on older versions of the OS. Overall,
NetNanny blocked 71% of the websites in our
test, giving it a very close third place amongst
the Android products.

What details are available?
The block page shows the category the block
page has been assigned to; in the case above,
this is pornography. Tapping Details shows the
precise URL that has been blocked.

Blacklisting/whitelisting
Sites to blacklist or whitelist can easily be
entered form the program’s console. We note
that there are black/whitelists for individual
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Ranger Pro Safe Browser for Android

System requirements

Web-Filtering Test Results

Android 2.2 or higher

Overall: 50%
Pornography sites: 67%
Non-pornography sites: 34%
False positives: 4

Features
Web content filtering: Yes
Internet usage times/total time:
(Premium)/No
Device usage times/total time: No/No
Program control: No
Monitoring: Yes (Premium)
Restricted Search: Yes

Yes

Using Google as a bypass
Google cache: prevented by Safe Search
Google Translate: We were able to view
Playboy.com without any apparent restriction
by translating it into German.

Setup

Restricted search setting

An administrator account has to be created.
There are no other actions to be taken or
decisions to be made.

Google: Yes
Bing: Yes
Yahoo: No

Web-Filtering Categories
Adult
Themes;
Adware;
Auctions;
Lingerie/Bikini; Nudity; Pornography; Social
Networking; Tobacco; Online Payment.
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What does the child see when a page
is blocked?

Help
We could not find any help features in the
program or on the manufacturer’s website.

Verdict
The product cannot be recommended in its
current state. In our test, Ranger Pro Safe
Browser did not disable or redirect the Google
Chrome browser, which continued to work
perfectly normally and display any display any
website in any category. This effectively
renders Ranger Pro Safe Browser completely
useless. The program did not offer us any
configuration options or links to online
configuration. We had to open the app’s page
on the Google Play Store in order to find the
manufacturer’s website address; from this, we
were able to log in using the account created
during setup, and reach the settings. The
program blocked exactly half the URLs in our
test, the lowest score for an Android product.
Whilst it is possible that some of the program’s
failings are due to the Android version (4.4),
and that it would work better on an older
Android version, the system requirements on
its Google Play Store page clearly state that it
works with Android 2.2 and above. There are
no warnings on the webpage or in the program
itself that any features will not work with
newer Android versions.

What details are available?
Only the URL is visible. There is no explanation
as to why the page has been blocked.

Blacklisting/whitelisting
In the free version, it is possible to configure
“Whitelist only”, i.e. everything except
specified sites is blocked, or “All except
blacklist”, i.e. everything except specified sites
is allowed. Refining the High, Medium and Low
categories with blacklists and whitelists is only
allowed in the Premium version.

Time limits
These are available in the Premium version.
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Salfeld Chico Browser for Android

System requirements
Android 2.2 or higher

Features
Web content filtering: Yes
Internet usage times/total time: Yes/Yes
Device usage times/total time: No/No
Program control: Yes
Monitoring: Yes
Restricted Search: Yes

Setup
Having installed the app from the Google Play
Store, we found setting up Chico Browser to
be very awkward. When the app is first
started, a dialog asks whether the user
already has an account:

If the user clicks “No” (which is to be
expected), the product’s web page is shown
full-screen and much magnified, along with
an array of icons along the bottom of the
screen, which we found bewildering:

The confusing icons at the bottom disappear
after a few seconds; users may feel relieved at
this, or just even more confused. It is possible
to zoom out and display the web page at a
readable magnification, but it does not allow
the user to create an account. To do this, we
had to open the default Google Chrome
browser and manually navigate to the Salfeld
website, where we registered for a trial of the
product. This sent registration details to our
Gmail address; having configured the
smartphone to pick up this address, we were
able to find the registration details and log
into the account.
We would describe this process as absurd, and
quite beyond the average user. We strongly
suggest that Salfeld should at least add
instructions to the Google Play Store page to
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inform users that they need to register for the
trial version on the Salfeld website, and that
the credentials will then be emailed to them.
Ideally the manufacturers could change the
program’s setup routine to make it possible to
register and configure the program having
installed it from the Google Play Store.

all be accessed without restriction. We
suspect that not many parents would find this
useful.

Web-Filtering Test Results
Overall: 54%
Pornography sites: 82%
Non-pornography sites: 25%
False positives: 3

The user’s next task, having managed to gain
access to the program, is to configure it. We
found this too to be very unintuitive. The
relevant section of the web interface’s home
page is shown below:

Using Google as a bypass
Google cache: Site is blocked when search
term entered
Google Translate: Site is blocked when search
term entered

Restricted search setting
Google: Site is blocked when search term
entered
Bing: Site is blocked when search term
entered
Yahoo: Site is blocked when search term
entered

We note that “User Issues” is one of four main
groups, which did not fill us with confidence.
“URL Groups” is Salfeld’s jargon for filtering
categories; we suspect this term is unlikely to
be clear to many users. The filtering can be
set up by selecting a user by checkbox, and
then clicking “User Details” – not something
that we feel would be obvious to anybody.

What does the child see when a page
is blocked?

Web-Filtering Categories
Chat and Dating; Sex and Pornography;
Violence and Weapons; Proxies, Spyware,
Hacks; Webmail; Drugs and Alcohol; Dubious
sites; Social Networks; Games/Online Games.

What details are available?
We note that the default settings (shown
above) only block pornography, whilst sites
relating to drugs, spyware and weapons can

The block page does not show the URL or the
reason for blocking it (We do not regard
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“Centrally
denied
category”
as
an
explanation). If “Report Now” is tapped, the
precise URL will be seen.

common names, a check box, and a choice of
Allow, Block, or Apply Time.

Help
Blacklisting/whitelisting
Salfeld provide a manual that can be viewed
as a web page or downloaded as a PDF
document. Unfortunately we feel it has been
poorly written from the point of view of the
average user. There is no attempt to explain
any of the terms used in the interface, such
as “URL Groups”, and there are no relevant
screenshots. We suspect that for many users,
the manual will not provide any assistance
but simply be a further source of frustration.

These can be entered in the user’s settings.
Once again we find the interface confusing.
The screenshot below shows the user has to
specify Host, URL, or Directory; whilst we
could have a guess at what is meant here, we
doubt that the average user would understand
any of the terms used.

Verdict
Salfeld Chico Browser blocked 54% of websites
overall in our test, well below the average for
Android
products.
Our
overwhelming
impression is that the program is very
confusing and frustrating to install and use. If
the user installs the program from the Google
Play Store without registering for a trial
version on the website, setup is impossible.
We found the block of untitled icons that
appears with the address bar to very
confusing, and the web interface anything but
intuitive. The program might be more usable
if a good help service were provided, but
sadly we found the manual to be just as
confusing as the program itself. The program
is difficult to recommend in its current form,
simply due to usability issues. What is
particularly surprising is that we found
Salfeld’s Child Control program for Windows,
also covered in this review, to be extremely
user-friendly, with excellent help facilities.

Time limits
These can be configured from the user’s
settings:

Program control
We found this function to be very
straightforward. Apps are shown with their
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Vodafone Guardian for Android
Setup
A password has to be entered to protect the
settings.

Time limits

System requirements
Android 2.1 or higher

Features
Web content filtering: This feature is
dependent on geographical location and
service provider. It is available for all service
providers in Germany, and for at least some
A1 contracts/PAYG cards in Austria. Where
available, the web-filtering component uses
the JusProg filter (also covered in this
review), and so results would be identical to
this.

Web-Filtering Test Results
Vodafone Guardian uses JusProg’s webfiltering functionality. Please refer to the
results of JusProg on page 48.

Internet usage times/total time: Yes/No
Device usage times: For calls and texts
Total device usage time: No
Program control: Yes
Monitoring: No
Restricted Search: No
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Program control

Verdict
The web-filtering component has. We have no
complaint about this, as the German-language
Google Play Store page for the app (which is
shown when the Google Play Store is accessed
from Austria) clearly states that the “Safe
Surfing” feature is only available in Germany:

However, we suspect that many parents will
feel that the feature is important, so for users
to whom it is unavailable may feel that it is
not the ideal product for them.
Tapping “More…” allows individual apps to be
selected.

Help
A fairly comprehensive manual in German is
available in PDF format from the Vodafone
website.
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Copyright and Disclaimer
This publication is Copyright © 2014 by AV-Comparatives ®. Any use of the results, etc. in whole or in
part, is ONLY permitted if the explicit written agreement of the management board of AVComparatives, is given prior to any publication. AV-Comparatives and its testers cannot be held liable
for any damage or loss, which might occur as result of, or in connection with, the use of the
information provided in this paper. We take every possible care to ensure the correctness of the basic
data, but liability for the correctness of the test results cannot be taken by any representative of AVComparatives. We do not give any guarantee of the correctness, completeness, or suitability for a
specific purpose of any of the information/content provided at any given time. No one else involved
in creating, producing or delivering test results shall be liable for any indirect, special or
consequential damage, or loss of profits, arising out of, or related to, the use or inability to use, the
services provided by the website, test documents or any related data. For more information about AVComparatives and the testing methodologies, please visit our website.
AV-Comparatives (September 2014)
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